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Don’t miss
the 2019
AGM and
CPD event!
T

he first three quarters of 2019 has seen the Institute
make strong strategic progress and achieve a stable
financial performance. Our unique business model for
a professional development organisation continues to deliver
competitive benefits for members and stakeholders.
The Autumn is a really good time of year to enhance
our personal knowledge and find out what others in our
profession are doing. With this in mind, the Institute has
arranged a professional development event for members
and guests at 11am on Friday 4 October 2019 at the George
Hotel, Lichfield.
The topic of the event is Customer Service & Productivity
versus Efficiencies & Productivity. The discussions will centre
on achieving a balance between the two often competing
requirements within commercial and public organisations.
We have three productivity professionals lined up to
speak. They include Jun Du, Professor of Economics Aston
Business School and IMS President, Professor Colin CoulsonThomas. The third speaker is from the world of commerce
whose name will be announced shortly. This will be a great
opportunity to find out about new ideas and the opportunity
network with colleagues from a variety of backgrounds.
Please register your attendance by contacting the
Institute’s Head Office via e-mail admin@ims-productivity.com
or telephone 01543 266909. The Institute’s National AGM,
to which you are also invited will take place just prior to the
event at 10.30am. Full details of the events and proxy voting
forms can be found on page 11 of the Journal.
I am pleased to report a small but significant change
regarding the Institute’s 2018 Report and Accounts. You can
read a summary in this copy of the Journal and find the full
version on our website (www.ims-productivity.com). This
change has released space in the Journal for more articles
and comment of interest to our members.
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The Institute continues to increase its membership and the
IMS Certificate courses are regularly sought out by public
and commercial organisations, both in the UK and abroad.
A recent course took place in Indonesia and one is already
booked for November in Botswana.
Membership upgrading is popular as members progress
through their careers. To make this a simpler and more
transparent process the Institute will be introducing a
requirement for CPD to be completed as part of upgrading
applications. This will be introduced later in 2019 when the
details have been finalised.
This is my last Chairman’s column as I will be standing down
from Council after the AGM and professional development
event in October. My successor will be announced in the
October/November newsletter and I would like to take this
opportunity to offer them my best wishes.
Thank you for your continuing support of the Institute. As
always, if you have any comments, suggestions or questions
please get in touch.
Julian Cutler
Chairman

Our unique business model for
a professional development
organisation continues to deliver
competitive benefits for members
and stakeholders.
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We offer a range of courses to study productivity improvement and work measurement
•
•
•
•

IMS Certificate modules, including Time Study
Performance Rating clinics
The MOST® technique and re-certification
Appreciation courses and Lean techniques

Check out the details in www.scott-grant.co.uk/study-productivity

Left to right: James Waskito Sasongko, Alan Searle, Rivaldo Pratama, Gary Smale,
Ian Winstanley, Richard Easton.

Memorial Fund makes
a surprise award

T

he Russell Currie Memorial Fund, which was highlighted
in MSJ Winter 2018 for its 50th anniversary, has made
an award to a rather surprised newly qualified industrial
engineer.
Rivaldo Pratama had been nominated earlier this year as one
of the joint runners-up to the IMS Student of the Year Award
for 2018. Rivaldo, from Danish shoe manufacturer ECCO Sko A/S,
was one of nine delegates from the company to undergo the
intensive four week Institute of Management Services Certificate
training course in Indonesia.

Save the date! The
IMS 2019 AGM and
networking event
The Institute will be holding an exciting networking event,
Customer Service & Productivity versus Efficiencies &
Productivity, following the AGM on Friday 4 October 2019 at
the George Hotel, Lichfield. All members are very welcome to
attend both events.
Discussions will focus on how to strike a balance between
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With ECCO’s approval, Richard Easton, one of the two ScottGrant tutors who had delivered the in-company training course
last year, came to Manchester in January to accept the certificate
on Rivaldo’s behalf from Institute Treasurer David Blanchflower.
As Chairman of the RCMF, David also presented Richard with
a specially engraved silver plate for Rivaldo’s outstanding
performance as an overseas student. “His achievement was
particularly noteworthy when you consider that English is not his
first language,” he said “and the RCMF trustees felt we wanted
to acknowledge and reward Rivaldo with this special award.”
In July this year, Richard and Ian Winstanley returned to
ECCO in Indonesia to deliver another Certificate course for 13
more delegates. At a special event, Rivaldo was presented with
the certificate and the silver plate by ECCO’s Productivity Global
Consultant Alan Searle and Manufacturing Director Gary Smale,
in the presence of James Waskito Sasongko from HR.
Scott-Grant’s Managing Director Richard Taylor was delighted,
“This is the first time we’ve had an overseas student in the
award winners line-up; Rivaldo’s achievement was superb and
it’s most satisfying to see the RCMF recognise this as they have
done. Encouraging productivity overseas is one of the aims of
the RCMF.”
By the end of 2019 ECCO will have had 28 people trained by
Scott-Grant from seven different countries: Indonesia, Portugal,
China, Vietnam, Thailand, Slovakia and India. “That’s a lot of
new members for the Institute in the last 18 months and a
significant commitment to productivity by this major company,”
he added.
Rivaldo himself was both surprised and delighted that his
work was recognised as “the best performance of an overseas
delegate” and proudly accepted the award, saying “I hope I can
inspire others in their work.”

the two often competing requirements within commercial
and public organisations. Three productivity professionals are
confirmed to speak on the day. Jun Du, Professor of Economics
Aston Business School and our President, Professor Colin
Coulson-Thomas. A third speaker from the world of commerce
will be announced shortly so check the website regularly for
details – www.ims-productivity.com.
The event is a great opportunity to find out about new ideas
and network with colleagues from a variety of backgrounds
and professional experiences.
Please email admin@ims-productivity.com to register your
interest and book your place.
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Global Information Technology Summit

P

rofessor Colin Coulson-Thomas, President of the Institute
of Management Services, has delivered a talk on
‘Enabling or Disruptive Technologies: Lessons, Risks and
Issues’ at the 2019 Global Information Technology Summit.
Drawing upon his experience at Xerox, as a vision holder of
complex transformation projects when energy markets opened
up in the UK and overseas, and as a co-founder and chair of
a winner of innovation awards at national and international
level, he touched on a number of themes, including the
privacy versus security debate and how boards, governance
arrangements and collective decision making struggle to cope
and Governments and regulators play catch up.
Xerox PARC developed and used helpful AI environments in
the 1980s. Their wider implementation has been agonisingly
slow. Colin sometimes finds the least understanding of IT
in corporate boardrooms. Insecure directors do not know
to whom to turn for independent and objective advice. He
suggested information technologies are neutral and whether
they help us or harm us depends upon who uses them, how
they are used and for what purpose.
Colin also finds that many people, especially young people,
are increasingly worried about the implications of our use of
finite resources, including certain rare minerals and raised the
question of whether, without innovation, future generations
will have access to IT as we know it. The first day of the Global

Information Technology Summit was held at the London School
of Economics. The second day was hosted by Parliamentarians
at Westminster in Portcullis House.
Colin’s previous involvements with the UK parliament include
being Chairman of a Crossbencher Parliamentary Liaison
Programme and 13 years on the Council of the Parliamentary
Information Technology Committee (PITCOM).

WEST MIDLANDS REGION

West Midlands Region – Spring programme

O

n Saturday 13 April a group from West Midlands Region
visited and had guided tour of the Wythall Transport
Museum, just to the south of Birmingham. A very
interesting visit to a well organised museum which contains an
extensive collection of buses and coaches and other vehicles. The
Museum also provides opportunity to take a vintage bus ride
round the local district.

The second visit of our
Spring programme was on
Saturday 18 May to the
Hook Norton Brewery in
rural Oxfordshire for a very
interesting conducted tour of
the Victorian Brewery. This is a
very much a working brewery
producing prize winning beers
but still using traditional
brewing methods.

Some of the brewing vats.
Part of the bus fleet.

Midland Red double decker once a
familiar sight around the Midlands.

Vintage bus and car available to hire
from museum for weddings.
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Hook Norton Victorian Brewery. The
brewing process starts at the top of the
building and uses gravity to move the
brewing processes to ground level.

Some of the visiting party – left to
right Bill Acres, Steve Cullen and John
Hopkinson.
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Productivity is higher
in Ireland than the UK

T

he biggest issue besides Brexit in the UK is
productivity. It has shown an almost zero
increase since the financial crisis of 2008 and
has depressed wage growth and restricted the growth
of the economy. UK annual productivity growth has
averaged 0.5% compared to 2% in 2007.
The so-called ‘productivity puzzle’ has perplexed
economists as they can neither pinpoint the cause or
the solution to the UK’s low productivity growth. The
low productivity growth could be due to the fact that
new jobs created in the UK are mainly low-skill and
in the low pay sectors. Equally, it could be due to the
poor transfer of technology and innovation from the
most productive companies to other businesses.
It is interesting that low productivity has not been a
factor in Ireland where, according to figures released
by the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and
Development (OECD), Irish workers are the most
productive in the world.
The Irish economy is dominated by multinationals
and if the statistics for the multinational companies
are removed from the equation, Irish workers are only
half as productive.
The picture seems to indicate that Ireland benefits
from having so many multinational companies,
while the UK suffers by not having so many of these
companies based in the UK.

The UK’s problem with
productivity in the workplace

T

he UK is 16% less productive than the rest of the G7 and, in
the four years from 2013/14, sickness absence had risen from
eight to 14 days, with a rise in mental health-related absence
also noticeable.
A new ebook, written by HR consultants AdviserPlus, has
revealed the UK’s issues with productivity in 2019, and how HR
managers can start to tackle this problem in their own business.
Compared to other countries, the UK’s shortfall in productivity
has long been an economic headache. Despite significant increases
in employment levels, productivity has actually worsened, and
even though the UK reportedly works long hours, the valuable
output is low.
The ebook sets out ways that HR managers can play a role
in increasing UK productivity. It suggests that simplifying and
streamlining tasks and objectives for the workforce is a sure-fire
of a way of improving wellbeing and productivity. It indicates that
employers need to ensure that new technologies are implemented
correctly, with employees given sufficient training on how to use
them.
The ebook entitled HR’s role in solving the UK’s productivity
puzzle is available as a free download here https://adviserplus.com/
resource/hrs-role-in-solving-the-uks-productivity-puzzle/
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UK automotive industry
productivity up 208% in 20 years

U

K automotive industry productivity has increased 208%
since 1999, the Society of Motor Manufacturers and
Traders (SMMT) has revealed as it highlights 20 years of
sustainability gains.
The 20th annual Sustainability Report by the SMMT reveals
environmental, economic, and social gains achieved by the
sector over the past two decades, highlighting the substantial
improvements in areas such as energy and water use, waste to
landfill and CO2 emissions.
Over the past 20 years, automotive manufacturing has grown
to become one of the UK’s most important economic assets,
turning over £82 billion in 2018 – an uplift of 70% since the first
Sustainability Report was published in 1999.
At the same time, workers have experienced a significant

wage boost, with average automotive wages rising by 85% over
the period compared with 61% across wider manufacturing.
Automotive manufacturing workers are now some of the UK’s
better earners, with an average salary of £41,800, 40% higher
than the national average.
Meanwhile, productivity has increased considerably, with
automotive output per job growing by 208% from £32,000 to
£100,900.
The value of exports has also grown significantly, with 81.5%
of cars produced in 2018 destined for international markets
compared with 63.9% in 1999.
The full report can be seen at:
https://www.smmt.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/sites/2/SMMTSustainability-Report-2019.pdf

Long work hours
could kill you

K employees have the longest working week compared
to other workers in the European Union. But, despite
the long hours, recent studies have shown this does not
make the UK a more productive nation.
An analysis by the UK Trade Union Congress on working hours
and productivity found that, while UK full-time staff worked
almost two hours more than the EU average, they were not as
productive as staff in Denmark who worked fewer hours in the
average week.
Such findings have triggered an interest in the relationship
between the number of hours worked and productivity – and
the results of several studies have suggested the concept of an
‘optimal working time’.
This refers to an optimal number of hours spent at work after
which productivity begins to decline and acute or chronic health
problems begin to arise. Some experts suggest it should be no
more than 35 hours a week.

U
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The true price of
electric cars

T

he replacement of the car combustion engine by electric
cars will result in cleaner air and less dependence on oil, and
are good reasons to look forward to the mass adoption of
electric cars.
However, for the three million Europeans working in the auto
industry, the transition to the new technology is a source of great
anxiety. The use of electric cars will almost certainly result in
fewer carmaker jobs as electric vehicles need fewer parts and less
maintenance than their gas-guzzling predecessors.
Ford is shedding 12,000 jobs on the continent (carmakers cut
38,000 jobs globally in the six months to May 2019). The wider
industrial background is little better: Manufacturing as a share of
European Union GDP fell from 19% to 14% between 1991 and 2018.
The speed at which technology disrupts companies often catches
politicians and workers unawares. While governments haggle over
whether carbon-neutral targets should be 2050, 2040, or earlier,
carmakers and other manufacturers are already redirecting vast
amounts of capital to get ahead of consumer demand for cleaner
products. Volkswagen AG, for example, has pledged $34 billion of
electric car spending.
According to data from Bloomberg NEF, large electric vehicles
might be cheaper in the EU than their combustion-engine
counterparts by as early as 2022. The estimate was 2026 just two
years ago, which shows how fast things are changing. The rapidly
falling cost of batteries is an important factor.

9

UK productivity
continues to fall

A

ccording to the Office of National Statistics (ONS) UK
productivity fell for the third successive quarter in the
first three months of 2019, indicating that Britain’s
productivity crisis rumbles on. Increasing productivity is central
to improving living standards, as it creates wealth.
Nearly 40% of large UK companies are indicating that
their productivity levels are very concerning but big firms are
investing only 0.25% of their annual turnover to remedy the
problem, new research has revealed.
A survey by the Centre for Economics and Business Research
(CEBR) and analytics firm Concentra Analytics shows that a third
of large organisations are spending less than £10,000 a year on
developing knowledge of where their staff’s productivity can be
improved.
The Bank of England has said productivity is around 20%
below where it would have been had it continued at prefinancial crisis levels.
CEBR and Concentra said their report had “uncovered a spray
and pray approach to driving productivity”. They said companies
did not know ‘whether their people are in the right place, or
doing the right thing’.
Instead, large companies were snapping up new technologies
and encouraging changes such as automation without properly
thinking through how they could best be used to increase
workers’ productivity.

Time for your annual performance rating check?
Book your place on our IMS endorsed Rating Clinic –
available around the UK – and be sure you’re operating to
the British standard.

Look for details in www.scott-grant.co.uk/study-productivity
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BOOK REVIEW
Title: Productivity – Get
Motivated, Get Organised and
Get Things Done
Author: Gill Hasson
Publisher: John Wiley &
Sons (2019)
ISBN: 10: 0857087843
Pages: 136
Gill Hasson delivers teaching
and training for educational
organisations, voluntary and
business organisations and the
public sector. She has 20 years’
experience of teaching and
writing on a range of personal
development issues; confidence
and self-esteem, communication skills, assertiveness and
resilience. Gill is the author of 14 books, including the bestselling
Mindfulness, Mindfulness Pocketbook, Emotional Intelligence,
How to Deal with Difficult People.
In this book, the author explores productivity as a personal
thing unique to the individual, rather than as a concept of
improving productivity as the goal of the organisation. Clearly,
improving one’s own productivity will result in improved
organisational productivity as the two are interrelated.
Author Gill Hasson helps you to discover how to manage your
time and get things done with less stress and more efficiency.
She indicates that when it comes to your own productivity, the
smartest thing you can do is to learn what works best for you.
The book has six chapters. The first assists the reader in
discovering why they find being productive difficult. The second
chapter helps the reader understand the importance of the
reader identifying and drawing on their own skills, strengths
and abilities, with chapter six exploring work life balance.
The book stresses that being productive involves finding your
own rhythm and getting things done in a way that works best
for you, according to your circumstances, your skills and abilities
and the time, energy and resources you have.
The author indicates ways to be more productive by helping
you to identify what might currently be getting in the way
of you being more productive. She has plenty of ideas and
suggestions, tips and techniques to help you get organised and
be more productive.
This book is not written for the productivity specialist who
will already be aware of much that the author says but is
rather written for the non-specialist to help develop a personal
productivity mind set and in so doing, plan their time purposely
in order that they can manage difficulties and setbacks.

MSJ Autumn 2019 PDFs.indd 10

Title: Brexit for dummies
Author: Nicholas Wallwork
Publisher: John Wiley &
Sons (2019)
ISBN: 9781119601227
Pages: 208
When the United Kingdom
voted to leave the European
Union (EU) in 2016, it sent
shockwaves around the
world and brought about
complex and seemingly
never-ending negotiations
and political point scoring. In this book, the author sets
out to critically examine Brexit and provide the reader
with the information they need to understand and
navigate Brexit.
In the book, the author seeks to answer the many
complex questions surrounding Brexit and to deliver
unbiased information to the reader. He indicates in the
book that he is trying to deal with Brexit, strip away the
hype and prepare himself and his business for life after
Brexit.
The author throughout the publication, uses eyecatching symbols to highlight important points that the
reader needs to be aware of.
The book is set out in four easy read parts which in
total contain twelve chapters. The first part titled ‘Getting
familiar with Brexit’ explores the key issues which led
to the result of the referendum. The second part titled
‘Breaking Up is Hard to Do’ explores the negotiations
involving the UK’s exit from the EU. It looks at plans
for future trade, customs arrangements and the free
movement of people.
Part three explores how the UK will trade in future
around the world after Brexit. It indicates that the United
States is an important trading partner with a trade surplus,
with the UK exporting more than it imports from that
country. This part of the book also explores how to carry
out a Brexit impact assessment for your company.
Finally, part four of the book looks at ways to protect
your business during Brexit uncertainty, stressing the need
to ensure your employees stay engaged and motivated
amidst the uncertainty.
Brexit has profound implications for business and this
book is an excellent guide through its complexities. It
will help the reader understand the history of Brexit, the
impact for businesses and help to plan for the future.
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Classic book review
The Goal: A Process of Ongoing Improvement
by Eliyahu M Goldratt and Jeff Cox.

I

f I had to name one book that I think should be
compulsory reading for industrial engineers, operational
researchers and management services practitioners, then it
would be The Goal by Eli Goldratt. Not only because it defines
a structured approach to process improvement that is valid
and effective across all domains of work (industry, business,
administrative), but also because it promotes the single
thing that makes great engineers and managers: quality of
thinking. Especially the style of thinking that works hard to
distinguish the causes of a problem from the symptoms of
that problem. The book also provides an important warning
for anyone involved in Work Study and Management
Accounting: people/organisations will always optimise
their performance on the things on which they are being
measured, even if those things are not the true criteria for
company success and customer satisfaction (if you think that
never happens, then read this book and see how familiar you
are with the head office metrics on which the manufacturing
plant in this book is being measured…).
The Goal is now 35 years old but is as relevant as ever
because it touches on fundamental truths. It is also well
known for another reason - it is written in the style of a
novel. For every person I know who ‘got it’ with this style, I
know someone else for whom it was an off-putting surprise.
But to be put off is to overlook the power of stories and to
forget that we live our lives (and do our work) in real time.
We happily write our case studies in a post-hoc manner while
forgetting that they really happened in a temporal fashion.
Eli Goldratt never forgot that fundamental truth. The novel
format used in The Goal allows the reader to see the process
of discovery that really occurs when we are solving problems
in an organisation. One reader once said to me ‘I never read
fiction’ and stopped reading it. I pointed out that it wasn’t
fiction in the sense that he meant but written in the style of
a story so you (the reader) could consider each new piece of
information or each new event and think about what you
would do in that situation (because when we read a story we
always try to guess what each new ‘thing’ might mean for
the rest of the story). Think about how you learn at work –
once you have worked hard to solve problem type A then you
learn from that experience and apply the lessons learned to
all problem type A’s you ever come across from that point on.
Would people have learned as much if this book was written
in the post-hoc case study format that is typical of business
books? Absolutely not. Eli Goldratt was a teacher and
educator first and foremost, and he knew better than most
how to get his lessons across. In The Goal the protagonist

MSJ Autumn 2019 PDFs.indd 12

is a manager in charge of
a troubled manufacturing
plant. At any point in time, a
particular constraint (which
varies) appears to be limiting
total system throughput
and company success, and
influencing (negatively) costs,
sales and profits. Suffice
to say that things are both
more complex and more
easy than they appear (see
my comments in the first
paragraph about optimising
the wrong thing).
One important
recommendation about this book: make sure you read the
case studies and interviews with real people at the end. It
involves devotees to the Goldratt method that is espoused
in this book (his Theory of Constraints) from every sort of
organisation (healthcare, universities, manufacturing, retail
etc). People who typically discovered the book and method by
accident and then made it a cornerstone of their approach.
Dr Goldratt passed away too young, in 2011, at the age of
64. But his work continues to provide positive benefits around
the world. As well as his Theory of Constraints (TOC), he was
the originator of the Optimized Production Technique; the
Thinking Processes; Drum-Buffer-Rope; Critical Chain Project
Management (CCPM) and other TOC derived tools.
This book may be the most important book you read in your
career.
Cliff Moyce
Authors note: I have no connection with any organisation
involved in training people in the methods of Eli Goldratt’s
methods. I am just a fan and a practitioner.

The Goal is now 35 years
old but is as relevant as
ever because it touches on
fundamental truths.
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Brexit and the Missing Micro
Issues and Concerns for Business
David Floyd
Much has been made of the various options available for the
UK as it attempts to find a solution to the current deadlock.
There has been much focus on whether EEA membership is
possible or if the customs union and single market options
are possible or even a trade deal with zero tariffs. However,
little has been made of EU specific policies that maybe lost
post-membership. This article sets out to examine these issues
and the implications. The work draws on economic theory and
data that has been used to support such policies.

H

istorically, EU policies for member countries took a while
to be developed. The EU remained an economic club
in the early post war years. Early years included the
establishment of the iron and steel community for example.
It was not really until the 1980s that major policy initiatives
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took place with the establishment of qualified majority voting,
when policies became much more easy to establish. Little by
little standards were set for an open single market and various
bodies were set up to make sure policy could function according
to Dearden 2008. For example, it was necessary to establish a
competition policy to make sure standards were maintained in
goods and service markets, as well providing standards for firms
from other countries that also wished to participate in the Single
European Market. Over the years the EU competition policy has
also helped create a more competitive environment, for example
Microsoft was recently fined for having too much market power.
As the EU progressed, policy started to focus on establishing a
budget for member states to deal with a number of goals that
are of great concern today. Firstly the EU became concerned
with issues of inequality that can grow worse as the single
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market is opened up. There is an understanding that the
countries with the most efficient firms are likely to succeed
more in a larger open market place and that incentives need
to be offered to improve the performance of firms in less
prosperous regions. There is also a greater lack of infrastructure
evident in the poorer regions.
Member States began to contribute 1-2% of their GDP into
a budget. These funds would mostly be spent in the poorer
regions though more prosperous regions could apply for funds
where there is a need to move out of less efficient activities
such as farming and manufacturing, and move into more service
and technology driven sectors (see Floyd 2017). Indeed, the UK
did well from this budget, particularly in the 1980s when it was
classified as one of the less well off members of the European
Union.
Gradually, regional policy has become one of the highest
expenditures for EU member states. Agriculture was initially the
highest expenditure where subsidies are given to farmers to try
and offset the risks of weather and poor harvest, and obtain a
level of self sufficiency which is important for perishable goods.
Subsidies have been cut, and this needs to be done on a world
scale to make sure business does not unfairly go to countries
that refuse to cut their subsidies. Also, the agricultural policy
has set out a process to try and resolve disputes over fishing
rights. Indeed, agriculture is an extremely important issue for
the UK as the food sector and industry in general has relied on
EU subsidies to help maintain its competitive position, and this is
one of the better industries in the UK.
If one were to examine regional policy in greater detail it is
possible to see how great an issue this has become for many
of the industries in the UK. Of late, regional policy has started
to focus on providing support for both enterprise, SMES as
well as more traditional larger scale industries, see Floyd 2005.
The EU Competitiveness paper 2020 allows for regional policy
to also focus on helping development in remote regions, for
example by providing better access to broadband and faster
communications. There is also provision for providing small
funds to encourage start ups and encourage more female
participation in the labour market. Indeed, the UK government
post Brexit would need to consider whether such funds will still
be available.
In addition, there are funds for Europe’s strategic successful

industries to help fund the increasing costs of innovation.
This includes car production, pharmacy, airplanes and food
production. There is increasing competition here from China
with its 2025 programme where it hopes to compete with the
West in these key sectors. China also has the One Belt One
Road project where it is making huge progress on improving
infrastructure and access to resources with other countries (see
Enderwick 2017). Indeed, some sectors such as the car industry
in the UK face many challenges; not only are there potential
problems with tariffs and regulations from importing and
exporting components, there may also be a loss in support
through EU Regional aid as well as support for innovation.
Furthermore, there could also be problems with skill shortage
and additionally, the EU has helped in the past towards the cost
of training workers. Incentives for investors need to be present
to attract multinational companies according to Dunning 1993.

Specific sector concerns
Recent uncertainty in the UK car industry from Brexit has led
to a fall in production of 45% according to The Times 30 May
2019. The uncertainty over stockpiling and leaving dates has
very much influenced the sector. The additional possible tariffs
and non tariff barriers add to the further problems affecting
this sector which have been suggested. It is therefore clear that
Brexit disadvantages this industry on many fronts as well as tariff
and Non tariff barriers and skill shortage. Government needs to
spend money to assure such businesses which adds to further
costs and they have said they are prepared to do this. Fifty per
cent of multinational firms in recent EU studies have said their
main motive for operating in the UK is to supply the EU market.
Planning for many possible scenarios has also led to further costs.
EU membership has also allowed for a common military policy.
Firms in related sectors such as airbus have been supported
by EU regional aid programmes to gain economies of scale
and collaborating with the UK in production. There is also no
certainty that this will be allowed to continue. The UK has
always had a need to focus on defence in its own region and
this may become more questionable post-Brexit. Other sectors
particularly under threat from Brexit include the pharmaceutical
sector. Up until recently, the UK has been at the centre of EU
health and safety regulation, and shifts in the location of such
bodies may impact negatively on this sector. In a similar way,
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the finance sector accounts for 10% of the economy and has
relied on a footloose ecosystem which may prove to be more
difficult post-Brexit. There are also many current questions
over passporting rights. In addition, business needs to think
about worker rights and whether the same EU standards will
continue. Furthermore, it must be considered if further advances
in workers rights will be carried over to the UK in a post-Brexit
situation.

Future potential
There are also potential benefits from Brexit that relate to these
micro issues. There may be savings in the budget contribution
though recent EU and government studies show the cost of
losing out from the single market to be greater. Growth has
been below UK average since the referendum and the pound
has fallen before the process has been fully adopted. Changing
our taxes and regulation may allow for potential in future trade
deals though global tariffs are already low due to the WTO which
may limit some of this potential. Germany has already been able
to increase its trade substantially with China while being in the
EU which may further suggest there are limitations. There are
further problems today with the fallout from the US China trade
war that may limit the current potential of the global economy.
Furthermore, some trade deals may need to be tied into labour
mobility which was another key area concerned with taking
back control over borders. Recent talks for example on trade
with India, has also had an element of potential labour mobility
tied in to possible trade agreements. And to some extent the
UK will need to continue with EU rules and regulations when
doing business with the EU while not having a voice on further
developments. In some situations influence on policy may become
more limited despite wishing to take back control.
It has therefore been shown here that Brexit has a lot more
concerns for business than solely access to labour, the Customs
Union and the single market. Issues of competition, regional aid,
workers rights, military cooperation and agricultural issues all
need further consideration. These issues further demonstrate the
complexities associated with the Brexit process and a great deal of
time may be required in the long term to solve some of them.
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LET’S GET PRACTICAL

It’s a Balancing Act
I

s the unit labour cost the ultimate test of productivity?
Some would argue it certainly is; others might like to qualify
the statement a little – but before you reach your own
conclusion, let’s examine a topical scenario.
Logistics and fulfilment operations are very much a buoyant
industry sector these days and one where productivity measures
need to be constantly reviewed to ensure optimal utilisation,
performance and method.

To clarify
Let’s consider a supplier who needs to configure and collate a
variety of items, each with a number of specific variations to
meet a transport deadline.
Orders for each day’s product quantity and variants are
received two hours into the eight hour shift, leaving them six
hours to respond. This cannot be changed. They have a resource
of 30 people, yet they are regularly faced with more than 180
hours’ work to process the orders every day of the week. So,
the decision is taken that it would be more productive to part
process the product in advance and store it in readiness for the
final configurations and quantities to complete the order.
Readers could be immediately concerned about this double
handling and the obvious increase in costs. However, if double
handling isn’t undertaken to respond in the six hour window,
they will need more than 30 people. The workload is in excess
of the time window but from the customer’s point of view,
their supplier has reacted to the agreed response and met the
capacity. From the supplier’s point of view, they have incurred
a slightly higher unit labour cost, but made best use of their
resources and delivered on time. Undertaking some preparatory
work in earlier shifts avoids the need for more than 30 people in
the six hour window.
The industrial engineer measures the work content, checks
the method and identifies lots of double handling and excess
movement in the part processing of the order, adding an excess
to the total time to complete the job. The part-completed items
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have to be transported to available storage areas, then returned
the following day. That part alone involves time, people,
information, energy, buildings, equipment, space and materials:
a fair chunk of resources. The IE could see waste and asks if we
can increase the six hour window, can we get the order sooner,
can we borrow some extra hours from another area etc in the
quest to avoid the waste and minimise the cost.
Is productivity always about doing things at the lowest
possible unit labour cost? Patently, the answer is no – there are
many other areas of cost, both direct and indirect. If you need
to hit a required capacity at the right time, you need a quick
response otherwise you will need a warehouse full of product
variants which you then hope you can sell.
Partially advancing the task can give added flexibility to the
final completion, so that operatives and supervisors are then not
subject to unrealistic time pressures to complete the job by the
deadline.
There is some wasted time but if timelines can’t be altered,
the only alternative, other than the modest double handling,
may be higher staffing levels who would then be only partially
utilised. With this fluctuating workload on different days of
the week and with a fairly static resource, the workload needs
re-balancing. Late configuration can allow a much shorter
response time without committing excessive time, space and
costs, putting unsold stock into the warehouse in anticipation of
an order. A little extra labour cost may well be a cost-effective
solution.

In summary
There is no single measure of productivity. There are usually
several factors at several levels. Each measure has its value, but
business decisions have to be a conscious balance of all of them.
If there’s anything in this article you’d like to discuss, simply
Email your query to productivity@scott-grant.co.uk and a
qualified and experienced analyst will respond.
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The Function of
Investment in Advanced
and Less Developed Economies
Dr John McManus.

I

nterest regarding the properties of market liquidity and
its importance in the functioning of financial markets to
raise capital and spur investment and economic growth
in both developed and less developed economies continues
to be a major interest for governments, banks and other
financial establishments. The movement of capital and surplus
funds from western financial institutions into Asia, Africa,
Latin America and Eastern Europe has been highly lucrative
for many institutional investors. As boundaries between
countries and locations become less distinct, investors
have developed strategies to meet changing demands for
investment. Promoting investment in developed and less
developed countries continues to be a means of enhancing
capital productivity and profits; both through foreign and
international markets, and is considered the primary means
of linking national economies. In 2017, global foreign direct
investment (FDI) reached 1.86 trillion US dollars compared
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to 10.2 billion US dollars in 1970. The magnitude of global
investment and FDI remains a major source of capital for
many countries.

Capital dispersal
Capital dispersal is a major benefit to revitalising the
economies of developing countries as evidenced by the
growth per capita in countries such as Ireland, Denmark,
Singapore, Australia and Canada. These countries have
been rewarded for their efforts in improving investment
opportunities and economic development. As an illustration,
both Ireland and Canada have a strong trade relationship
which is reflected in the 2.75 billion Euros of annual trade
between the two countries in part fuelled by fast-growing
exports by innovative Irish companies to Canada and major
Canadian investments in Ireland.
Such symbiotic relationships are often the means by which
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As boundaries between countries
and locations become less
distinct, investors have developed
strategies to meet changing
demands for investment.
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investment flows between industries. The Australian iron ore
industry is a point in case, Australia is the world’s leading
exporter of iron ore by some margin, enjoying a 38% share
of the global production. Western Australia’s major iron
ore ports are close to the largest iron ore importers in Asia,
reducing shipping costs relative to competitors. Key drivers
within the industry are extraction and infrastructure costs
(rail tracks, shipping ports etc), which have been funded from
capital provided by China, India, Japan and the USA.
Funding and capitalising on industry growth is a winning
formula for many developed economies. Where home
disadvantages can be overcome from locating activities
(production or distribution) to other nation states. For
instance, the Japanese Toyota Motor Corporation investments
in China, including its joint venture in Tianjin (northern China)
with FAW Group to produce the corolla and crown models
gives Toyota a clear competitive advantage within the Chinese
automotive market especially in the emerging electric car
market which could be a huge opportunity for the Japanese
car makers.
Dispersal of capital is generally favoured when markets
have reached a level of maturity and continued growth
is difficult to leverage. In recent years, western firms
have become more prone to invest in other nations to
take advantage of cost differentials or tap into a young
demographic population or to take advantage of specialist
skills which may be diminishing within their own country.
Some examples, will illustrate a number of these points. In
the United Kingdom, the lack of suitably qualified engineers
and scientists has seen a number of firms relocate their R&D
facilities to other European countries such as France and
Germany.
The impact of new technologies in bio-technologies
and pharmaceutical industries particularly in the USA,
has impacted development and commercialisation of new
products. Emerging digital technologies and bio-informatics
are impacting on business and investment models allowing
for a greater freedom of movement of capital from west to
east. India for example, is the largest producer of generic
drugs globally. Low cost production and increased FDI has
enabled export growth in 2018 to reach 18 billion US dollars.
China, ranked the world’s second largest FDI recipient
after the United States, is emerging as a more competitive
choice for pharmaceutical investment; its biomedical market
has been growing at a two-digit rate since 1990. China has
also invested billions of US dollars in outbound mergers and
acquisitions not just in biomedical but also in healthcare
services and medical technology start-ups. China’s technology
and finance leaders, such as Baidu, Ping An, and Tencent,
are launching artificial intelligence (AI) and big data based
innovations, working with local governments to create better
medical facilities for its citizens.
China’s attraction for FDI is to do with its liberalisation
and economic plans, especially those associated with high
technology and bio-engineering. Western pharmaceutical
companies committed to FDI in China include Pfizer, Glaxo
SmithKline (GSK), Eli Lilly and AstraZeneca. As way of
illustration, Eli Lilly opened up a research and development
(R&D) facility in Shanghai, and GSK and Pfizer have also set
up R&D centres in China. The attractiveness of China goes
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beyond low operational costs. China has a large pool of welltrained scientists and engineers, with tens of thousands of
undergraduate and post-graduate students graduating from
Chinese universities and academic institutions annually.
In addition to its huge investment in human capital, China
along with other countries (mainly oil exporting nations),
have built-up large amounts of surplus foreign exchange
reserves in order to control the appreciation effect of capital
inflows on the exchange rate. This has led to competitive
and structural imbalances. For instance, low levels of interest
rates in the United States have created spillover effects in
other major markets. Consequently, the widening of global
imbalances on asset prices worldwide has also had a marked
impact on global liquidity conditions.

Global liquidity
The notion of liquidity has been around since Maynard
Keynes1 (1930). Global liquidity that is the ease of financing in
international financial markets remains at the centre of policy
debates amongst economists and economic policy makers.
As Keynes notes liquidity incorporates key elements of
volume, time and transaction costs. There are several distinct
definitions of liquidity, and the most relevant for policymaking are: ‘monetary liquidity’, which is defined as the ease
of converting monetary assets into goods and services, and
‘financial market liquidity’, which is defined as the ease with
which large volumes of financial securities can be bought or
sold without affecting the market price2.
Liquidity is a multi-dimensional concept and a number of
authors have focused their attention on the mechanisms and
instruments used within global markets, with much of its
functions being associated with international capital flows,
and global liquidity3. The stability and drivers for global
liquidity are critically important to the macroeconomic4
stabilisation, growth, and interconnectedness of advanced
and emerging market economies. One important characteristic
of liquidity is the ease with which a money instrument can be
exchanged for goods and services, giving importance to the
transactions’ motive, suggesting that money can provide a
useful benchmark for liquidity. In the context of transaction
cash, notably currency and overnight deposits, is the asset
with the highest degree of liquidity, since it is a generally
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China, ranked the world’s second
largest FDI recipient after the
United States, is emerging as
a more competitive choice for
pharmaceutical investment
accepted medium of exchange for goods and services.
In the context of this paper, it is important to distinguish
between two major categories of sources of global liquidity.
These are macroeconomic factors including monetary policy
position and current account imbalances; and financial
factors. Authors such as Foucault; Pagano; and Roell5
emphasise the importance of monetary policy actions which
affect the setting of market interest rates and prices. Through
its influence on market interest rates, monetary policy can
also affect liquidity conditions in financial markets, for
instance through the risk-taking behaviour of investors. The
fact is that liquidity conditions can differ considerably across
different asset classes. Financial assets with lower levels of
liquidity tend to have higher liquidity risks, and investors tend
to face higher transaction costs and wider bid-ask spreads
when trading in these instruments.

Liquidity and financial markets
Policy responses to global liquidity calls for a consistent
framework that considers all types of liquidity (Table 1)
and their sequence, countering both surges and shortages
in liquidity. Governments and markets prefer stable and
supportive financial conditions which sustain market and
economic growth. Rapid reductions in liquidity often
introduce new risks, additional transaction costs to market
investors seeking to raise capital to invest, and as a
consequence, economic growth may be hindered. Economic
theory tells us that frictionless and well-functioning markets
produce efficient outcomes for the ultimate benefit of
consumers. When these market conditions are not present,
various obstacles to trade can hinder the ability of markets to
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function. In essence, they add costs and can reduce economic
activity. This is why policymakers and competition regulators
generally seek to reduce transaction costs to improve market
outcomes.
Financial markets have undoubtedly become a key source
for financing business growth and Government spending.
Financial markets also provide important access for investors
to invest and earn returns. In this context, financial markets
facilitate the efficient allocation of economic resources
through a number of instruments and channels, for instance
through effective monetary policy and regulation. For
instance, Abbassi and Linzert6 argue that the loss of monetary
policy effectiveness is partly attributed to money market
rates being driven by higher liquidity premiums. As a result,
financial markets’ liquidity is a key factor in ensuring the
effectiveness of monetary policy. From a monetary policy
perspective, the key issue is the need to understand and assess
how domestic and global liquidity can ultimately influence
domestic price stability and exchange rates, which in turn
affect savings and investment.
Some economists7 have strongly argued the point that
there are few markets in which the assumption of perfect
financial market liquidity conditions can be maintained on
a continuous basis. In most cases, financial market liquidity
is imperfect, mainly reflecting the existence of information
asymmetries and transaction costs. Existing empirical
literature has established that global (push) and local (pull)
factors are both important drivers of cross-border bank loans
and international bond issuance (see Cerutti, Claessens and
Ratnovsk8). Among pull factors, the literature has identified
recipient country output growth, sovereign credit risk, and
the degree of capital account openness.
In economic theory, an over accommodative monetary
policy position will generate liquidity spillovers at the global
level via two mechanisms. First, through a push effect, in the
event of monetary policy supporting the ample provision of
monetary liquidity in one country through strong money and
credit growth and consequently inducing capital outflows
to foreign asset markets, with the effect of raising demand
for assets abroad and thereby exerting upward pressure on
prices of financial assets. Second, by a pull effect, in the event
of an accommodative monetary policy supporting abundant
domestic monetary liquidity reflected in strong money and
credit growth. This could fuel robust economic growth
accompanied by higher asset prices inducing foreign capital
inflows9.

Through its influence on
market interest rates, monetary
policy can also affect liquidity
conditions in financial markets,
for instance through the risktaking behaviour of investors.

Capital flows
Many developed economies have accumulated large surpluses
of foreign exchange reserves to control the appreciation
effect of capital inflows on the exchange rate. The bulk of
these surplus reserves consist of low-risk instruments such as
US Treasury securities or dollar deposits. The tight linkage
between advanced economies and global bond markets, have
created spillover effects in other major markets, such as Asia,
which have benefited from low US dollar interest rates. Some
writers10 have argued that low interest rates, strong asset
valuations and strong financial markets are contributing to
an impression of robust financial markets liquidity which may
not be the case. Emerging concerns of underlying structural
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market changes have increased the vulnerability of financial
markets to further shocks or meltdowns. More significantly,
large capital inflow occurrences have been found to almost
double the probability of having another crisis in the
banking system, with debt driven portfolio investment a key
contributor to increasing the probability of a crisis.
In the aftermath of the global financial crisis, the
composition of international capital flows has shifted away
from bank lending and more towards international debt
securities. For most borrowing countries and sectors, the
world of international debt securities largely overlaps with
the world of debt securities held by external investors. This
match is not perfect in all cases; for example, securities issued
in foreign markets may be purchased and held by domestic
residents. Alternatively, domestically issued debt securities
could be bought by external investors (Table 2).
Increased debt places both upward and downward pressures
on both lenders and borrowers. Debt ratios have climbed
upwards in some emerging economies, not only in private
sector lending institutions but also in the Government sector
as well. Any universal reversal of capital flows increases debt
servicing costs and poses risks to investors and Government
that have been piling on debt. Recipients of FDI inflows
such as India and Turkey for example, have experienced
significant increases in servicing debt provision. In Turkey,
the ratio more than doubled between 2008 and 2016. Rising
debt serving provision in emerging economies is likely to
impact investment prospects and business attitudes to taking
on future risk. A further example is Ireland; since many
American companies started repatriating earnings following
a major tax-bill there, inflows to Ireland have taken a plunge.
According to UNCTAD11, FDI in Ireland was down 81 billion
Euros in the first half of 2018.
Whilst some countries have experienced adverse debt
serving provision the reversal is equally true for some
countries; Hong Kong for example, has witnessed the
doubling of net value deals, accounting for almost one fifth
of FDI inflows into the country. Many of these deals involved
mainland Chinese firms buying into Hong Kong’s real estate
and insurance sectors. Another success story is the Czech
Republic which was the largest recipient of FDI in Central
Europe last year, outstripping Poland. The economy is posting
strong asset growth and the banking system looks healthy
(debt to asset ratio), and with a strong industrial sector,
the country is well positioned to take advantage of future
investment flows.
Whilst some countries have maintained a strong FDI
position, in reality, Governments, Banks and other financial
institutions have much to dread from a squeeze in liquidity.
Capital outflows combined with high institutional debt may
well lead to a perfect storm in bank asset quality; some
foreign banks are already dealing with the consequences of
underperforming loans relative to assets. The possibility of
a further financial crisis linked to capital outflows brings to
mind the banking crisis of 2008, whilst there are still risks,
emerging economies today hold five to ten times more
foreign exchange reserves, giving them substantial resources
to protect their asset securities.
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Investment trends in FDI

Table 1: The Types of Liquidity
Type of Liquidity

Function

Central Bank Liquidity

Provision of the amount
of liquidity that balances
supply and demand

Market Liquidity

Redistributing and
recycling of liquidity

Funding Liquidity

Efficient allocation of
liquidity resources

Note: each liquidity type performs a very specific role. The
central bank provides the neutral amount of liquidity,
markets would ensure its re-distribution and recycling and
funding needs its efficient allocation among the agents.
Source: European Central Bank, 2009 (WPS-1008)

Table 2: Typical Lenders and Borrowers
Instruments

Typical Lenders

Typical Borrowers

Cross-border
loans to banks

Internationallyactive banks

Banks (all sizes)

Cross-border
loans to
non-banks

Internationallyactive banks

Large
non-financial
corporates;
exporting/
importing firms;
Leveraged
non-bank
financials

International
debt securities
issued by banks

Pension funds;
Insurance
companies;
Hedge funds

Large and
mid-sized banks

International
debt securities
issued by
non-banks

Pension funds;
Insurance
companies;
Hedge funds

Non-financial
corporates;
Governments;
Insurance
companies

Note: cross-border loans are typically supplied by
internationally-active banks, which tend to be relatively
large. Meanwhile, the creditors in international debt
securities markets are usually non-bank financial
intermediaries, such as pension funds, insurance companies,
money market mutual funds, and hedge funds.
Source: Bank for International Settlements, 2017
(BIS-WP-644)

Table 3: Fdi Inflows In Selected Economies
2016

2017

Difference15

Host Economy

Billions
US dollars

Billions
US dollars

Billions
US dollars

United States

457

275

-182

China

134

136

+2

France

35

50

+15

Germany

17

35

+18

United Kingdom

250

120

-130

Source: World Investment Report, 2018
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The medium to long predictions for emerging (or developing)
economies remain attractive, as growth rates are expected to
exceed those of the European Union (post-Brexit), the United
States and other major developed economies. According to
IMF12 average growth in emerging economies is expected to be
low-moderate (best estimate 5%) whilst corresponding growth
in advanced economies is expected to be 1.8% between now
and 2022. Sluggish growth in 2016 within Europe Union and
the United States (US) was a causal factor for the fall of FDI
inflows which fell sharply, by 37%, to 712 billion US dollars.
The escalation and broadening of trade tensions between
the US and China have also had a contributing and negative
effect on FDI investment. In addition, tax reforms in the US and
greater tax competition are likely to significantly affect future
global investment patterns. Although global FDI has slowed
down, FDI remains the largest external source of finance for
many developing economies, making up 39% of total incoming
finance in developing economies as a group.
According to UNCTAD, (Investment and Enterprise Division),
half of the top ten host economies are developing or emerging
economies. The United States (in 2017) remained the largest
recipient of FDI, attracting 275 billion US dollars in inflows,
followed by China, with record inflows of 136 billion US
dollars, and despite an initial slowdown France, and Germany
have benefited from significant inward investment activity.
And whilst the United Kingdom (UK) experienced a slowdown
in inward investment largely due to a reduction in large
merger and acquisition deals (Table 3) the number of new
investment projects increased by 9% in 2017, creating 75,000
new jobs across both industry and service sectors.
Although France, Germany and the UK, have all benefited
from inward investment there are down sides. In some cases,
foreign investments can become challenging and problematic.
For instance, foreign investors seeking to acquire control or
influence in activities whose undertaking have consequences
on critical technologies, or infrastructure development may
in some cases, be seen as counterproductive to state interests
when owned or controlled by the state of a third country;
for instance China. The UK Government’s long-term objective
is to comprehensively reform its powers of inspection over
investments that may pose a risk to national security13. The
intention is to implement a more robust scrutiny regime with
new primary legislation.
As developed economies continue to rebuild their investment
markets, the competition for FDI is likely to intensify. The
influx of capital into developing economies has contributed to
filling the resource gap in countries where domestic savings
are inadequate to finance the required investment. Capital
inflows have allowed recipient countries such as Africa, and
East and South East Asia to invest in industry and technology
enterprises and enhance manufacturing and service sectors. As
Ross Levine14 points out: “as the global economy becomes more
open and integrated capital inflows will contribute significantly
to the transformation of the developing economies both now
and in the future”. The future beneficiaries of FDI will not
essentially be those countries that attract the most FDI, but
rather those that are able to derive the most benefits from the
investment that they receive.
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Strategic Thinking for Not
for ‘Profit’ Organisations
Most organisations in the commercial sector commit to developing a robust
strategy for their organisations – otherwise they would not have a business,
but we find this impetus to work through this strategic process is not widely
shared amongst organisations in the ‘Not for Profit’ Sector. This article
highlights the action that can be taken by leadership teams to bring that
change about and is a central theme of the authors’ new book Excellence in the
Not for Profit Sector. By Philip Atkinson and Daniel Burger.
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e can see huge advantages for NFPs learning and
adopting best practice from successful businesses in
the commercial sector. NFPs are generally resource
hungry – so reviewing the strategic process may well provide
big benefits in how they can deliver and improve their services.
By doing, so they should be able to provide ample ROI or SROI
to demonstrate effectiveness to their clients, end users, key
stakeholders and Regulators.

What exactly is the NFP sector?
We refer to NFP in the widest sense. What NFPs have in common
is providing and distributing services to clients, services users
and the public. Some provide specific and particular products for
consumption, whether they be educational, health, charitable,
voluntary or welfare orientated. We would also include the
massive element of local or central governmental bodies of the
public sector. The NFP sector, and each type of NFP, can operate
very differently and have very specific governance arrangements
and legal bases for operating. Here we could include regulatory
bodies, NGOs and a variety of other businesses in the NFP
category. Of course, they are not all regulated in the same way,
so you have to be cautious to avoid categorising all NFPs under
this umbrella term.
What is important is that we can apply some of the ‘best
practices’ of the commercial sector that are most valuable and
useful to NFPs in service delivery.

Rigour in strategy making
We would argue that organisations in the NFP sector, more
so than the commercial sector, need strong business strategy
and goal clarity, simply because they have limited and defined
resources with which to provide their services. It is not as if
the typical NFP can easily extract or seek additional donations,
monies or investment, float additional shares, seek support
from financial institutions, government agencies, members,
partners, suppliers or even end users. Even NFPs that are funded
by the taxpayer or the Government do not have easy access to a
repository where they can withdraw cash, or any other resource
for that matter.
We would argue that NFPs need to be accountable for
resources as their future is entrusted with them. They will
certainly be on the radar of inspection or regulatory bodies.

Future direction
It’s not just being accountable for existing and future
resources, but also for the provision of the service for which the
organisation was designed, to meet the needs of the end user,
whether in a charity or public service.

Shaping NFPs’ future
Future direction means establishing clarity of core goals and
outcomes, and from that developing a strategic plan to meet
them. As stated earlier, NFPs are not renowned for rigorous
strategic planning or applying the models and techniques
employed by their commercial counterparts. For that reason, we
will be outlining specific approaches that could be of value.

SWOT
One of the most important things you must do is to establish
how well you are doing currently. It’s important to assess the
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What is important is that we can
apply some of the ‘best practices’
of the commercial sector that are
most valuable and useful to NFPs
in service delivery.
SWOT (strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and potential
threats) for your business. It is wise when doing this exercise
not to limit it to the top team. Ideally, you are looking for
an assessment of your SWOT from several perspectives in
the hierarchy. This could include taking a diagonal slice of
the business and consulting various staff and managers from
a variety of functions and locations, as well as including
perceptions of key stakeholders.

Internal

External

Strengths

Opportunities

Weaknesses

Threats

What is interesting is then focusing on both similarities and
differences in perceptions of each segment of the SWOT. Once
you have completed this, you may want to complete a potential
future SWOT, where you undertake the exercise as if you were
writing this from a future perspective, 18-24 months from today,
looking at now from the ‘rear view mirror’. In fact, we are
asking you to look back (from your expected future) and:
1.

Identify the strengths that have shaped your business from
end user, consumer and customer, as well as key stakeholder
perceptions. You might want to think what strategies were
adopted to achieve these.
2. Identify weaknesses or limitations which you have overcome
in the last year, and how you did that. (This helps overcome
potential barriers). Focus on the actions you would take to
remove these limitations, especially the decisions you had to
make.
3. Identify opportunities and the tangible actions you will
have to take to convert these ‘opportunities’ into reality
4. Identify threats that your NFP business has experienced in
the past, and the strategies you implemented to overcome
them.
This is a powerful exercise to enable you and your team to
establish the gap that you will have to bridge to move from your
current SWOT, to the more desired SWOT in the future. CEOs of
NFPs usually find they need support from advisors, mentors or
facilitators to support this work. In this exercise, it is too easy to
avoid issues that need resolution or fail to confront issues that
need challenging. You are less likely to do this if you have an
external support to ensure that there is structured, inclusive,
authentic and honest feedback.
This would be the first stage that we would recommend
you take on your strategic journey. You should apply specific
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strategic models and techniques to your novel situation. We do
not have the time or space to include these in this article but if
you email the authors, they will provide you with the assistance
you need.

Vision & Leadership

Culture & Values

Priorities, CSFs, Goals, Strategies

Behaviours and Actions

Structure, Process, Role & KPIs

We will be discussing what we call the Vision to KPI Model
(see diagram) which can be used to support you in establishing
a grounded and practical strategic plan. You really need a
strategic plan to morph into a business plan which can ignite the
energy of your people, and it needs to align resources and teams
across the organisation.
Too many both large and small organisations in the NFP sector
do not have clear business goals or a strategy in place. We have
identified that less than 10% of NFPs have a detailed strategic
plan linked to an annual business plan. Many don’t even have
the basics of a realistic Vision for their organisation. Without a
realistic, and even challenging, Vision, how can senior managers
ever develop a road map to take them from today to 18-24,
36 months into the future? Surveys and diagnostics in both
large and small businesses highlight how many fail to focus on
direction.
We will outline some of the key issues to explore if you want
this Model to work– no matter the size of your business in the
NFP sector.
So where should we start? We use our model called ‘Vision to
KPI’s’. You need a big picture of where you want to go before
you move forward. That big picture is a Vision and must include
Leadership. You cannot have an effective Vision without the
Leadership to drive it. After all, without leadership you are not
promoting any sort of meaningful change.
If you have strong Leadership but no Vision, then you will be
going around in circles, pursuing no more than good and vague
intentions. So, the two elements are inseparable.

1. Vision and Leadership

What NFPs have in
common is providing
and distributing services
to clients, services users
and the public.

You need a ‘big’ Vision to ignite people’s aspirations and
motivation, an exciting Vision of what your organisation is
going to be doing in the future, and the type of organisation
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you want to become. If currently you are an NFP with 200 staff
and £20 million budget, what will you become in the future?
How many layers of management typify your business? How
would you describe your culture and your relationship with
your end users, consumers, donors and stakeholders? What
development activities should you use to take your staff from
where they are currently, to a stage where they are achieving
their potential and providing genuine learning opportunities in
the community?

Ask challenging questions of self
If you are a small community social enterprise with say 12 part
time staff, a budget of £200k and an additional income of
£50k, what will you look like in three years? What forces will
shape you? What threats do you experience in your business
environment? What measures have you put in place to
overcome, avoid or confront those threats? Are you mastering
the contribution of digital technology in the provision of
services? Who can you learn from to support you in completing
the journey to what you want your organisation to become?

Think about competitors
There may be others out there that provide a better service than
you do currently. Perhaps you occupy a monopoly position, but
that does not make you safe. You must still compete for staff,
people, technology and suppliers who will provide you with
the best services. You may currently use a provider of digital
services whose only advantage is that they are cheap – so what
is your Vision to attract the best provider in your location, and
exchange long-term loyalty with them in return for fair and
affordable cost – not simply lowest cost.
Here are some additional questions you should be asking:
•
•
•

Where are we going?
What are our strategic goals?
What are our organisational goals in our key area?

Leadership in NFPs
Generally, the term ‘Leadership’ is not so welcomed as a concept
in many NFPs. The term itself may smack too much of direction,
control and even militarism usually associated with commercial
businesses. The real issue is the perceived values that many see
operating in private or NFP organisations. This does not fit well
with organisations that have broadly community, altruistic and
humanistic values and a philosophy which is largely governed
through consensus and consultation. You may not think you
are ready for it yet, but you do need Leadership to take the
organisation from where you are now, to where you want to be
in the future. At this stage, you need to have a firm idea of your
desired leadership style. After all, it is going to have to progress
you from where you are now, to your future.

Leadership rejected and neglected
Take it from us, those who reject the concept of Leadership as a
core component of their culture are sadly putting their business
at risk and failing to maximise its potential. They just do not see
how important it is in moving and shaping the culture to meet
the overall objectives and goals.
Leadership is often neglected because people misperceive
Leadership as comprising one model, and that is usually
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Authoritarian in nature. However, Leadership in shaping
the culture is just too important to be left to chance, yet
many organisations fail to address this early enough in their
development. The type of questions to ask are to do with the
Leadership model and behaviours which best suit your business.
What development work do you need to commit to, in order to
encourage staff at all levels to adopt those behaviours to better
deliver services, as well as transact business internally with your
colleagues?

Leadership and volunteers
If you work in any NFP you may have a large contingent of
Volunteers who support you in your work. Creating a strong
Vision and Leadership is as important for these people as it is for
your employees, stakeholders and those who are recipients of
the service you provide.
We have worked in many organisations where the numbers
of Volunteers far outweigh the numbers of paid employees.
One of the authors worked with an environmental charity
with 1500 full time staff and 16,000 volunteers. Breaking down
the demographic of the volunteering groups was amazing.
Most were middle aged, university or professionally qualified,
experienced in a variety of industry and sectors with free time
they were willing to donate to the charity. What shocked us
was that there was an assumption that the volunteers would be
no more than spare pairs of hands when, in reality, many had
superior experience and knowledge. Their potential was largely
untapped.
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It was made very clear that these people needed as much
Leadership as paid staff and often had stronger Leadership
capabilities that could be utilised and managed within the
charity.
Consider how well you are making use of your volunteers.
Do you have engaging, enriching induction and development
programmes for them? And if not, why not? Could you be
reaping more of the rewards of a plethora of experience and
enthusiasm than you are right now?
Now you have the top of the pyramid, ‘Vision and Leadership’
right, and you know where you are going and how to get there,
you need to deal with the cultural component. Ideally work out
which culture is desired for your individual NFP.
There are four common cultures of:
•

•

•

POWER – usually control is exercised by key individuals.
Faith is put in people, not shared in teams. There is a
central source of power and these cultures can change
very quickly. However, this can work for or against the
organisation depending who is in control, and their degree
of competence in leading the process
ROLE – this is stereotyped as a bureaucracy and most roles
and duties are formally documented. Control is exercised
through a narrow band of people who control the key
functions. Coordination can be a long and hard process
because of the degree of formality. This culture is slow to
change and cannot see beyond its current operation.
TASK – this is a project orientated matrix type culture
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where influence and control are grounded in expertise
and working together. It is typified by easy working
relationships and is extremely adaptable.
PEOPLE – here, individuals are key in making things work.
Structure and reporting relationships are minimal, and it
services the individuals within it. Control and hierarchy are
not welcome in this culture. Those who prefer to work in
this culture are not easy to manage.

Too many both large and small
organisations in the NFP sector
do not have clear business goals
or a strategy in place.

You need to decide which element of your business should
exemplify which culture, and why, and ensure there is a strong
interaction between any cultures you have developed.

way as you can judge a hotel, restaurant or bar just by walking
through the door.

•

What are values?
2. Culture and values
Now we deal with Culture and Values. Every organisation has
a culture – no matter the size, structure or sector. The culture
tells you how things are done and what is of key value in the
organisation. Organisational cultures should be designed for
the business, but most organisations have cultures which have
largely evolved through the whim of CEOs, by accident, through
critical events, the influence of charismatic or key characters in
the evolution of the business, history, folklore and magic. As
we said before, Culture tells us how we deal with end users,
our consumers, members, donors and how we work together.
It is not always easy to identify specific cultures, but you sure as
heck know when you experience an organisation with a poor,
negative or lacklustre culture. You can literally feel it. You just
know that this place is not a good place to work, in the same
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Culture and values reflect each other. Corporate or
organisational values are the guiding principles by which the
organisation encourages its members and staff to conduct
business with each other. Values are the stated version of
standards and rules which the organisation believes is central in
representing the identity and function of the business. Values
reflect Leadership style, encourage desired behaviours and
discourage other ways of working. For instance, in some private
sector sales environments, competition and winning at all costs
is a strong value reflected in the behaviour of some sales teams.
We would argue that this does not have to be the case and
is certainly not what we would install in a typical NFP. In NFP
organisations, a strong value may instead be cooperation and
adopting a ‘win-win’ mentality.
You might find that some organisations have less than
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You need a ‘big’ Vision to
ignite people’s aspirations and
motivation, an exciting Vision of
what your organisation is going
to be doing in the future, and
the type of organisation you
want to become.
helpful Values or ones that have evolved because of poor
management. Generally, exploring Values is about trying to
define more positive and uplifting standards of behaviour.
You can have Values about all variety of business activity.
These include:
•
•
•
•
•

Values about the end user or consumer, the donors or the
customer and how you work with them
Values about how you work as a team, both in and
between organisational functions
Values about learning and development for all staff
Values about performance improvement and rewarding
staff
Values about the environment and how we treat the
community, suppliers and stakeholders

(CSF), Goals and Strategies. Priorities and CSFs indicate the
relative importance of goals. The CSFs reflect those activities
which much be achieved in order to meet the Priorities of the
Business as NFP. Only when these have been defined, can the
Goals be determined and the Strategies to meet those Goals
adopted. Many people get the relationship between Goal and
Strategies wrong. The Goals demonstrate the desired outcome
– the Strategies are ways or paths to achieve those Goals.

Developing strategy
The formation of Strategy is not the sole province of the CEO or
the Senior Leadership Team (SLT). The top team must drive the
thrust of the business and be key in setting direction and goals,
but that does not mean they are the font of all knowledge.
Organisations are knowledge-based systems and as such have
layers and pockets of knowledge which are more than valuable
in setting direction. We believe that the responsibility for
Strategy lies with the top team, but input for the Strategic
Plan lies within the organisation and across boundaries with
stakeholders, regulators, service users and others.
Managing this process is critical to get the best minds
working and information flowing. This exercise in consensus
should be run like any special project. The focus of the NFPs’
intention is critical to whether it fulfils its mission or not.
Consider the tools and techniques you can use by taking a
diagonal slice of the organisation and incorporating other
input into the Strategic Plan such as fact-based evidence,
data, opinions, and perspectives.

4. Behaviour and actions
You can see there are a variety of values; Values, like Culture,
may be stated or unstated, but everyone knows what they
are. The #METOO campaign highlighted the unstated core
values and behaviours associated with many in the movie
business, both in the US and Europe. In the UK, the MPs’
expenses crisis, and in Europe and the Middle East the World
Cup Corruption scenario, reflect the unstated (negative)
Values that permeate many sectors, and rot the fabric of the
business and the organisations. The NFP sector is no different,
with the recent exposé in Oxfam with volunteers procuring
sex workers whilst working in Haiti, and the infant sex crimes
alleged to have been committed in the Catholic Church.
You see, Values are important in highlighting desirable
behaviours, so it’s a good idea to make them explicit as
setting reasonable and uplifting standards of behaviour.

Develop articulate core values
We would strongly suggest that core Values should be stated,
because that way people know the standards of behaviour to
which they are expected to adhere.
Values need be stated positively and reflect the dominant
and desired behaviours you want people to express. Successful
businesses articulate their core Values that they want to live
by, and how they treat their customer or users, how they
will work with their people, and the business values which
underpin how they operate.

3. Priorities, CSFs, goals and strategies
Next in the hierarchy are Priorities, Critical Success Factors
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In turn, behaviours and actions are heavily influenced by
Priorities, CSFs and Goals and Strategies. Now you know
where you are going, you need to demonstrate the right
behaviours and actions, which of course are reflected in the
Vision, Leadership, Culture and Values.
Insufficient time and energy is devoted to developing
core behaviours which are central to achieving the desired
outcomes. Yet, if you cannot agree on behaviour, how can
you possibly develop meaningful KPIs by which you can
measure individual and team performance?
You can ask some very simple questions to get you on the
road to defining desired behaviours within your business.
What desirable behaviours are not being demonstrated
in the organisation? Where are the deficiencies? What
behaviours are lacking or hindering you in achieving
your objectives? Explore what they are and what they
could be, make decisions on behaviours, define them and
then incorporate into a formal or informal performance
management process.
Further, explore behaviours which are working counter to
your intentions. Bring them to the attention of managers and
agree a process of actively discouraging these and replacing
them with positive individual and team behaviours which lead
to success.
You may have to confront different value systems on the
way. Some managers behave in ways that belong to a bygone
age. You need to work through any conflicts and provide
clear direction. You will find several cultures operating in your
business that do not fit with your intended strategic thrust.
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5. Structure, Roles, Processes & KPIs
From this level flows structure, roles, reporting relationships,
as well as core processes to drive the business. Make no
mistake, you need to put in place all the higher levels of tiers
in the Vision-KPI model to make this work.

You may need to restructure
The structure of your business may have been created at a
time when the demands and constraints on your NFP were
radically different. Strategy determines structure – although
many organisations think it’s the other way around. You will
need to restructure to fit with your strategic plan. If your
structure does not reflect the strategic push for growth and
improvement, rethink it.
Finally, in this model you need to look at how you measure
progress, and this is through developing KPIs or KPMs or Key
Performance Indictors or Measures.

Everyone should have KPIs
If staff and volunteers do not know and develop and engage
with their KPIs, how do you know if they are progressing and
doing what is expected of them? You should be able to relate
KPIs to Strategy using the Golden thread idea illustrated
below. You should also reward financially with the completion
of KPIs. You may argue that strategy changes and so do
KPI’s – you need to constantly revise KPIs to fit the direction,
intention, CSFs and Goals of the organisation.

Summary: The golden thread linking vision to KPIs
So, if you look at the model, you can see how applicable this
is to the nature of NFPs. There is a golden thread that should
run from the Vision to KPIs and this should be clear so that
everyone knows how things work.
To make this work for your NFP, you need to engage in the
following:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Developing your own NFP business Vision and Leadership
styles
Defining and working on Culture and articulating core
Values
Identifying key Priorities and Critical Success Factors
(CSFs)
Setting stretching Goals, devising innovative Strategies
Defining Behavioural standards for teamwork and
customer focus,
Implementing and refining Structures and Processes,
and ensuring that everyone knows where they sit in the
Structure, their expected Role, understand core Processes
how to measure progress through KPIs.

At all stages you need to refer back to the Vision – KPI model
and engage your end users, stakeholders and Regulators in
the process. This strategic process can work for any NFP and,
if in doubt, start sooner.
This article is an extract from a new book Excellence in the
Not for Profit Sector authored by Philip Atkinson & Daniel
Burger. To be published in October 2019.
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It’s a Learning
Thing (I Think)
– Don’t Pave
the Cow Paths!
By John Chamberlin

I

n the 2018 Winter issue of Management Services Journal, in
an article entitled ‘It’s the System, Stupid’ (Chamberlin, 2018),
I said ‘one of (John) Seddon’s main aphorisms is that, “It’s
a thinking thing!” And he’s right, it is.’ The point I was trying
to emphasise there was that the ‘ultimate goal of all this is to
change the thinking of those at the top,’ because without that,
‘their behaviour will stay the same,’ and they are the leaders
who set the tone for the whole organisation.
I continued by saying that, ‘if that happens, the whole
change intervention effort will have failed, been a waste of
time and money.’ And it would, but let’s not pretend that it is
always going to be easy for those who’ve spent their business
lives embedded in what’s known as traditional management
thinking. It can be hard to reframe the basis for that thinking.
However, I also said that if you were genuinely curious about
how your current organisation might be working as ‘a system’ –
and why wouldn’t you be? – then the best place to start would
be at the ‘Check’ stage of Deming’s (1986) ‘Plan-Do-Check-Act’
quality improvement model (Figure 1). And it is.
The snag is though that a lot of managers might not want to
look: either they just don’t see the need (‘Groupthink’ – we have
all the information we need, thank you); they will feign interest
but delegate the task to someone junior, then ignore the
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feedback they get; or may simply just be afraid to look, because
of what they might find, who knows?
What we do know, however, is that this is where to start, by
‘studying how the work works.’
The pressure on many managers when things aren’t going
well is the need to have a ‘plan’, and then, on top of that, often
to deliver the improvement by some arbitrary date. Also, if
you do start to look deeply into things, the problems you find
have obviously occurred on your watch, which could be careerlimiting. It’s a difficult dilemma, so it’s understandable that you
might have concerns about venturing too far along that path.
Nonetheless, the reason why ‘Plan’ is the wrong place to start
is that, quite often, the plan itself is based not on actuality, but
on opinions, possibly from some hastily-convened, problemsolving management meeting, probably using flip-charts and
Post-Its to ‘map’ the process and find the ‘Herbie’ who’s fouling
things up?
(NB – if you’ve no idea who ‘Herbie’ is, then I strongly
recommend you to read Eli’ Goldratt’s The Goal (1984). Not
only is it an excellent management book on the ‘Theory of
Constraints’, it is written in the form of a novel about a factory
manager facing a serious need to improve performance – ie
production – and is a thoroughly good read.)
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Experience shows that those solely office-based exercises result
in a plan that is not derived from knowledge, because the things
that end up on the charts around the room might be what
people genuinely think happens (Figure 2), what they want
the boss to think happens, or what they know should happen
– even though it doesn’t. We’re therefore almost pushed into
the epistemological areas of Gettier-type ‘JTB’ problems. The
managers/workers might well have a ‘justified true belief’ that
their process (or system) operates in that way, but that is not
knowledge. Unless you have actually taken the time to follow
the process through completely (ie the customers’ demand, be
it ‘Value’ or ‘Failure’ demand), from start to finish, you cannot
know that that is the way it works.
As we’ve said before, the fundamental need is to start at
‘Check’ in order to ‘get knowledge’ (Seddon, 2003) of exactly
‘how the work works’ (ibid); and that, if done properly, is likely
to be a time-consuming exercise. Don’t do it, though, and you’re
likely to waste even more time and money solving the wrong
problems, or creating even more.
However, one snag is that all this is counter-intuitive and
goes against the grain with traditionally educated and trained
managers. As Deming (1986) said:
‘Most people imagine that the present style of management
has always existed, and is a fixture. Actually, it is a modern
invention – a prison created by the way in which people interact.’
Seddon paraphrases this along the lines of, ‘We invented
management, so we can uninvent it, too.’ There’s a good reason
why John entitled his best-selling book, ‘Freedom from...’!
‘Check’ is very likely to uncover issues that those senior people
involved in this ‘Study’ phase (Deming’s alternative word) really
don’t like, and most probably were not aware of, and the
risk might be that they immediately want to ‘find the people
responsible’. Well, all they need to do is go and look in the
nearest mirror. As Garratt (1999: 205) said:
‘In addition, any bringer of learning who gives bad
organisational news can be hurt in the predictable process of
allocating blame.’
Hard though this part of the learning might be, until you
properly and fully study what actually happens to the demand
placed on your front line, as it then passes through the
organisation to a conclusion that fully meets each individual
customer’s ‘Value’ requirements, you cannot possibly begin to
understand the systemic problems that happen along the way,
and that it is your ultimate responsibility to solve.
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Quite often, the plan itself is
based not on actuality, but on
opinions, possibly from some
hastily-convened, problemsolving management meeting,
probably using flip-charts and
Post-Its.

PLAN
Select process,
collect and analyse
data, set goals

ACT

DO

Document process,
standardise and
learn lessons

Implement
improvement plan,
monitor progress

CHECK*
Measure and
confirm results
against goals
*Often seen
as ‘study’
Figure: 1: Deming’s P-D-C-A Cycle.

A taster
However, all is not lost, there is a way you can begin this
learning, and the only commitment would be your time – albeit
only a modest chunk of it initially – but the experience will be
invaluable. Allocate a half-day (at least; a day or two if you can)
and carry out the following ‘free’ experiment:
1.
2.

Identify a service that you have access to – preferably make
it one that you perceive to be performing well.
Locate where this service interfaces with its customers. This
is where customers’ phone calls, emails or visits, etc, are
received; ie the point of entry, whatever and wherever that
is. Listen to or observe 30-50 transactions. Write down – in
their own words (not your interpretation of it) – why each
customer contacted your organisation.
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Figure: 2: Process Mapping.
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Figure 3: A capability chart for an ‘incontrol’ process, or ‘stable’ system
Source: https://vanguard-method.net/
library/some-tactics-for-getting-started/
guide-to-creating-capability-charts/
performance-capability/
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Write down how many of these contacts were not
necessary. Identify the ‘Failure Demand’* which would have
been preventable with better systems; eg how many of the
contacts are from customers who were progress-chasing,
or asking for help with complex forms or procedures?
Work out what percentage of the total demand is ‘Failure
Demand’. This gives you an indication of how much activity
is preventable waste. (* Failure demand is the demand
caused by a failure to do something or do something right
for the customer.)
Take a random 10 of these customers and, using the
operation’s records, work out the total end-to-end elapsed
time from when they first contacted the system to when
they finally achieved their purpose (genuinely and properly
achieved it). Note every interaction they had to go through.
Phone them, if possible, to ensure you have recorded all the
interactions. Put these 10 numbers into a graph to see how
much they fluctuate – it might look something like Figure 3
above.
Finally, review the ‘Failure Demand’ and ‘end-to-end time’
data that you have collected.

Most of these fluctuations, by far, are likely be what Deming
(ibid, p. 315) called ‘Common Cause Variation’.
It is essential here that we remember that with this exercise you
are just dipping your toes into the water. If you wish to find out
more about capability charts, go to the same source: https://
vanguard-method.net/library/some-tactics-for-getting-started/
guide-to-creating-capability-charts/
If you are disappointed or shocked by what you have
discovered, and are curious enough to want to begin your
journey on the road of service improvements through a Systems
Thinking approach, schedule some more time to do some
reading from either of these sources:
•
•

https://www.triarchypress.net/
https://vanguard-method.net/shop-3/
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Notes: For illustration purposes only –
there are 20 points on this example.
‘UCL’ and ‘LCL’ are the upper and lower
control limits, respectively.

Take a note of that word ‘activity’ in stage 3. Activity is not
‘work’. Work is when people are engaged on ‘Value’ demand.
Period. All other ‘activity’ – ie that time consumed by ‘Failure’
demand – is waste. It’s what Phil Crosby (1984) called the
‘Cost of Poor Quality’, ie you’re paying for it, and all of it is
predictable, all of it removable, and all of it systemic. This is
where the real – albeit possibly a little uncomfortable – learning
comes in, after having a go at ‘Check’; learning how well ‘the
work works’ (or more likely doesn’t?) for the customer.
The changes required as a result of this might seem quite
radical in terms of process or system improvements, but to
view that as a negative would be to miss a potentially huge
learning opportunity, dramatically improving the organisation
systemically at the same time. But it also needs leadership and
commitment to take that next step, because that would most
probably require professional help.
The exercise above is akin to a taster session in a sporting
activity; it sows the seeds of genuine interest, but in order to
progress further, getting some professional coaching input
could be the way to go. For example, have a good look at these
websites:
•
•
•

https://vanguard-method.net/library/
videos-the-vanguard-method-in-action/
https://www.perfect-flow.com/
https://www.stockrightnow.com/

However, back to this issue of leadership and commitment; in
2010, in an article entitled ‘Time for Change: Business Process
Reengineering – some enabling diagnostics’, I wrote that:
‘The issue of senior management’s leadership and
commitment is both serious and emotive. Radical change of this
nature (whether you call it BPR, Systemic Change, or Service
Redesign) is likely to result in changes to your organisational
structure (or ‘turf’), reductions in headcount, and – if costs are
to be effectively tackled – loss of budget; yet when your pay
level depends on ‘turf’, numbers of staff, and budget, what are
the few things you are unlikely to be keen to give up, especially
if you also are approaching that time of life when pension
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calculations begin to affect your thinking?
These reasons, I believe, have caused much of the inertia that
has prevented LGO (Local Government Organisations) Chief
Executives and Chief Officers, plus other senior managers, from
embarking upon the radical change programmes the public sector
so clearly needs. To put it simply, they just are not ‘ready’!’
But whilst the mere mention of ‘BPR’ would make Mr
Seddon’s lip curl, the real point above, though, is that this lack
of ‘readiness’ (Hammer & Stanton, 1995) applies just as much to
private as well as public sector organisations. The commitment
and leadership has to come from, and stay with, those at the top:
‘Quality is made in the boardroom. A worker can deliver lower
quality, but she cannot deliver better quality than the system
allows’ (Aguayo, 1991: 202).
Using Hammer & Stanton’s (ibid) work again, and assuming
you are the person in charge of this system or process that
you’ve discovered needs some serious improvement, rate
yourself against these six criteria for your ‘Leadership Readiness’
(NB I’ve changed the term ‘reengineering’ to ‘systemic change’):
1.

2.

3.
4.

5.

6.

The leader is a senior executive who is strongly committed
to systemic change and who possesses the title and
authority necessary to institute fundamental change.
The leader truly understands the nature of systemic change
and the magnitude of the change – organisational change
in particular – that it entails.
The leader has a vision he or she wishes to create and is able
to express that vision clearly and simply in operational terms.
The leader is ready and able to exercise leadership –
through communications, personal behaviour, and systems
of measurement and reward – in order to make systemic
change succeed.
The leader is prepared to commit both the organisational
resources and personal attention that systemic change
requires.
The entire senior management team shares the leader’s
enthusiasm for systemic change.

The clearly American language might not be that we’d choose in
the UK, but you’ll get the drift regarding the level of leadership
commitment that this sort of thing demands. It is very likely
to seem counter-intuitive, but that’s where the bravery comes
in – instead of worrying that your head might roll because of
what you’ve found, grasp the massive learning opportunity that
this might present and embark upon even more learning by
engaging the help of those with professional experience of this
type of change.
Failure to grasp the learning and improvement opportunity
that the outcome of your simple ‘check’ exercise has presented
is likely to result in you just tinkering around the edges. Even
worse, you might call in ‘IT’ to solve the problems, and the risk
here is that they’ll just ‘pave the cow paths’:
When the city of Boston was new and unpaved, the city fathers
decided against laying out a regular street plan and instead
merely paved the paths that had been worn by cattle. The
implication is that this has resulted in a chaotic inefficient street
plan that lacks logic. The admonition not to “pave the cow path”
is supposed to remind us not to enshrine a makeshift solution.
In other words, computerising the present process will not
improve it, that simply cements-in the current systemic flaws
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Experience shows that those
solely office-based exercises
result in a plan that is not derived
from knowledge, because the
things that end up on the charts
around the room might be what
people genuinely think happens
– even though it doesn’t.
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and you’ll just end up doing ‘the wrong thing righter’ (Seddon,
2003). IT is not the solution to systemic improvement. The right
thing to do is to improve the system first. Then, once you are
sure you can improve it no more, that is the time to consider
whether any IT assistance could help further.

Professional help
I think this is an important point. Apart from the issue of
wanting to ‘do it yourself’, there is the issue of cost, as
outside help can be expensive. However, getting the right
help can avoid even more costly mistakes, and if you take
the time to read any of the publications from the sources
mentioned above, you’ll realise that the potential gains would
ultimately far outweigh any costs. Above all, you’ll realise the
massive potential for reductions in waste, cost savings, and
improvements in staff morale, quality of service and customer
satisfaction, all far in excess of any so-called ‘stretch’ targets
you’d ever dare dream of setting.
An analogy I could give would be from my own leisure
activity, but you could apply the same logic to yours also. I’ve
been kayaking on the sea for more than half a century, and over
that period we’ve had some interesting excursions, as the pics
below might hint:

Over more recent years we’ve been taking basically competent
inland-water kayakers out on to the sea for similar ‘taster
sessions’, normally around Anglesey, but these are described
very clearly as opportunities to ‘introduce you to the sea as a
new paddling environment.’ That’s all, nothing more. Whilst we
have basic coaching qualifications, my paddling colleagues and
I are not the people to take that any further, so what we advise
those who wish to do so is for them to seek the professional
help of places like Plas-y-Brenin, or Plas Menai, or one of the
many freelance sea kayaking coaches based over in North Wales.
And it’s the same here: unless you have actually been through
the normative process of (eg) a Vanguard-type intervention
(other options are available – see the web-links on page 34),
then after having had a go at the ‘taster’-type exercise I’ve
suggested, discovered some serious opportunities for systemic
improvement, and had your curiosity about the potential
benefits aroused, do consider that help.
Above all, don’t pave the cowpaths! Overcoming this
management ‘unreadiness’ can be a major problem, but only if
you let it. As Seddon (2014: 150) says, ‘And here’s the point: you
can only absorb counterintuitive truths by studying and seeing
them yourself.’
It’s a learning thing.
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The Cruising Industry:
The New Service
Operations Frontier

Dr David Parker and Dr George Downie.

T

he cruise industry can be charted in its modern
incarnation from the 1970s with the development of the
North American industry. It has experienced increasing
popularity, becoming a major part of the global tourism sector.
Recent years have seen a period of rapid growth and change
that makes it unrecognisable from that of a decade earlier. The
annual report by the Cruise Line International Association (CLIA)
states that since 1990 the industry has grown at an annual rate
of some 7%. The passenger base increased from 13.44 million
in 2009 to 24 million in 2016: a growth of some 90%. Moreover,
there looks to be no slowing down; with the industry currently
focusing on expanding into the Asia-Pacific region with China,
in particular, being targeted. In economic terms, the sector is
currently worth an annual USD117 billion. While the increase
in demand and popularity is not easily explained, undoubtedly
excellent services, focused marketing, and what is perceived to
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be value for money, have all played their part. Previously viewed
by many as the preserve of the elderly, cruises are no longer
solely the domain for wealthy retirees. But, can this growth be
maintained? What are competitors for our disposable funds
doing? Could the growth diminish due to inherent security risks
or climatic conditions (both economic and environmental)? Or
will cruises, whether they be on rivers or oceans, continuously
grow for the foreseeable future? Furthermore, who are the key
players and how are they each differentiating their offering?
A recent survey identified that 55% of the general public that
had not taken a cruise, expressed a desire to do so very soon; and of
those that had taken a cruise in the last five years, 77% anticipated
they would be taking another within the next three years. This
growth and loyalty is unparalleled in other service sectors. Today’s
cruise liners feature amenities to accommodate family members of
all generations travelling together to various destinations.
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For much of its history, the cruising industry’s target segments
were twofold: retirees with stable income and newlyweds.
The industry outlook however was not positive in the early
2000s. Concerns that younger travellers were opting for more
adventurous and customisable vacations, raised concerns that
cruise lines could soon be fighting over a rapidly shrinking (and
aging) pool of customers. As recently as 2011, the average age
of a cruise passenger topped 50, and only 7% were between
25 and 29, according to a CLIA of the time. The ‘cruising is for
the elderly’ mantra was in danger of becoming a self-fulfilling
prophecy. Over the last ten years however, the industry has
broadened its horizons.
The market now has a diverse demographic including people
of all age groups, incomes, and occupations; buying the
marketing message, anticipating and reportedly experiencing a
luxurious holiday on water – either ocean or river.
97% of passengers are 25 years of age or above, having an
average household income of US$90,000; the average passenger
age dropping to around 46 years of age. Typically, 65% are
college graduates with 24% being postgraduates, 83% are
married and 58% are in full-time employment.
But what has the industry done to overcome the potential
problems and develop a sustainable business model?

Riding the crest of a wave?
The simple fact was that a suite of value propositions needed
to be developed across target segments. Underpinning this
had to be quality of service, but the services on offer must be
appropriate to the target audience.
Research undertaken by the global branding consultancy
Crimson Hexagon looked at the drivers of two of the cruise line’s
target segments: ‘Baby Boomers’ and ‘Millennials’. Their findings
largely confirmed what the cruise industry had anecdotally
believed: there was ‘clear blue water’ between the expectations
of younger (18-34) and older (35+) travellers. Simply stated,
older, Baby Boomers valued relaxation, exclusivity and family
orientation as their top priorities, whilst Millennials sought an
entertainment-heavy, cost-effective way to meet new people
and socialise (Baker 2016).
It is forecast that around 25 million people will take a cruise by
2020; and about five million of these passengers will be Chinese.
Consequently, the global industry is anticipating to increase
the fleet of ships by 26 new ships annually, representing an
investment of US$ 6.8 billion. Mega-sized ships are the next
generation of vessels, requiring massive investment in port
facilities to accommodate the new increased-size of vessels.
However, with the increase in popularity, as well as increasing
size of vessel, comes a new threat, namely, that of security. The
industry is no stranger to this and has been conditioned by security
issues: the Achille Lauro hijack in 1985, the Iraq and Kosovo wars,
and especially the aftermath of the September 11 attacks, led to
extensive restructuring and consolidation in the sector.
Renaissance Cruises was the first company to file for
bankruptcy on 25 September 2001, followed by American Classic
Voyages and another four companies reflecting ten well-known
brand names; ceasing operations and leaving the market wide
open for the largest cruise companies : Carnival Corporation,
Royal Caribbean Cruise Limited and Star Cruises – to consolidate
in a process of purchasing and merging of companies giving rise
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As shown in Table 1, the
industry is capital intensive,
requiring extensive and unique
infrastructure at port-side to
accommodate both ships and
passengers.
to enormous corporations that control between 70% and 80%
of the market worldwide.
As shown in Table 1, the industry is capital intensive,
requiring extensive and unique infrastructure at port-side to
accommodate both ships and passengers. The global cruise liner
industry is a significant sector with tremendous economic value
and growth potential in the tourism market. Currently, America
and Europe are the most mature markets and account for nearly
70% of the global market share.
Year

Ocean

River

Ships
Ordered

New Capacity
(Tonnes)

2017

13

13

26

30,006

2018

15

2

17

29,448

2019

20

2

22

51,824

2020-2026

32

0

32

119,510

Total

80

17

97

230,788

Table 1: Projected investment (source: CILA, 2017).

As a high-end and high margin service, the key operators
combine the latest technology, with well-trained staff and
excellent facilities; and so continue to deliver a distinctive travel
experience. Service is the essential component of any cruise, so
to ensure satisfaction of customers/passengers,there are a range
of service-satisfaction criteria that are continuously measured. A
much discussed, and valued element of the cruising experience
across demographics is catering quality. On the average weeklong cruise, Royal Caribbean estimates its guests will be 80%
American, consuming around 3000 bottles of wine, 7000 pounds
of chicken breast, and almost 100,000 eggs (Presser 2018)
Accommodation too requires particular attention. Although
bargain-basement discounts draw plenty of travellers to big-ship
cruising, procuring VIP status can offer a true luxury experience.
On Royal Caribbean this can be achieved by booking into the
Royal Suites Star Class; the company’s premier offering includes
exclusive on board apartments and access to restricted parts of
the ship. Butler-style service is provided by a coterie of “Royal
Genies” trained to cater to your every whim.
Next, entertainment and leisure facilities are closely monitored
and designed. Once again, this has to be carefully managed
given the requirements of the segment and demographic makeup of the passenger manifest. The value proposition or total
experience can only be achieved through careful co-ordination.
The Harmony of the Seas is an example of such a cruise liner. It
features a full-size basketball court, three water slides, two giant
rock climbing walls, a zip line, an ice rink, a 0.33 mile running
track, in addition to activities that might be found in other ships.
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Destinations and players
The global cruise industry employs some 956,600 direct staff;
with $38 billion in wages and salaries. The Caribbean/Bahamas
accounts for over 33.7% of cruise destinations, with the
Mediterranean 18.7% (see Table. 2).
Region

Demand

Caribbean/Bahamas

33.7%

Mediterranean

18.7%

Europe

11.7%

Asia

9.2%

Alaska

4.1%

South America

2.7%

Table 2: Main destinations (sources varied).

The worldwide expansion of the cruise industry has been
driven by an aggressive sequence of mergers and acquisitions
with three companies coming out on top: Carnival Cruise
Lines (CCL), Royal Caribbean (RCL) and Star Cruises that holds
majority shares in Norwegian Cruise Lines (NCL). These three
organizations account for more than 80% of the cruise market
revenue. CCL, and its divisions, holds the dominant position,
commanding nearly half of the global market share by both
revenue and number of passengers.
Large liners typically carry more than 2000 people, mediumsize a capacity of 1000 to 2000 people, and smaller ships less
than 1000 passengers. Classification is either Great Ocean Liners,
Offshore or River cruises. The distance covered and range of
water covered by Great Ocean Liners is generally greater than
others, with the duration of the voyage between 10 and 15 days
or even longer. Offshore and river cruises are typically seven
days or less. According to the service type, they are classified as
destination, luxury, noble, and fashion cruises.
As identified in Table 3, destinations and routes are numerous
– a far calling from yesteryear when New York and London,
across the Atlantic, accounted for almost all cruise liner and
destination travel. Today, in additional to major cities around
the globe, there is opportunity to visit small islands such as Fiji,
Tahiti, Cook Islands, Tonga, Canary Islands, and Madeira as just a
few examples.
As illustrated in Table 4, there is now such a wide choice to
fit most budgets, the key determining factor when selecting
a cruise is based on point of boarding, routes/ports, and time
availability to complete the vacation.

Typical passengers and mega ships
Cruising vacations, previously limited to the relatively wealthy,
has now come within the reach of the masses by a relatively
short process of commodification. Industry leaders have
continuously built bigger ships, and heavily discounted prices
in order to maintain high occupancy rates. On ocean vessels,
reduced ticket price can be compensated by an increased
customer volume which corresponds to increased onboard
spending. Mega-size ships have come into existence which can
carry excess of 3000 passengers and are extremely popular
in the North American markets of the Caribbean and Alaska.
These mega ships are floating resorts and offer amenities that
were earlier only available on land. The latest cruise liners
boast elaborate restaurants with celebrity chefs, bars, casinos,
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Financial breakdown of cruise
Revenue

Expenses

Per cent

Other operating costs

$258

14.50

Agent commission

$231

13.00

Ship fuel costs

$192

10.80

Corporate Operating Costs

$206

11.60

Payroll

$196

11.00

Depreciation/Amortization

$171

9.60

Victualing (food)

Ticket

$1,350

Onboard Spending

$429

-Casino & Bar

$236

-Shore excursions
(cruise line portion)

$86

-Spa

$43

-All other onboard spending

$64

Total spending

$1,779

$107

6.00

Onboard and other

$78

4.40

Other and transportation

$59

3.30

$55

3.10

Interest Expense
Total Expenses

$1,553

Profit before taxes

$226

12.70

Table 5: Typical costs (sources varied).

Figure 1: Location of customers (sources varied).

Economic factors

South
America
3%

Australia
New Zealand

4%

8%
Asia

59%
North America

26%
Europe

33%

28%
19%
5%

6%

$40-49k

$50-59k

7%
$60-69k

$75-99k $100-199k $200-300k

Figure 2: Passenger incomes (source: CILA, 2017).
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shopping malls, live performances and much more. The days
of the all-inclusive package have passed. Cruise Lines are now
generating the bulk of their income from alcohol, casinos, shore
excursions, gift shops, and pre- and post-cruise land packages.
There are two types of ports where a cruise liner docks, the
port of call or the transit port, and the home port. A port of
call is a stop in ship’s itinerary, and can be a significant factor
in attracting customers. Such destinations may have a high
appeal due to cultural characteristics, natural environment
or historical significance or perceived unspoiled beauty. For
example, the Maldives, Fiji, Tonga, Cook Islands or Seychelles
may have an alluring appeal to those wanting to experience a
‘tropical island,’ for however brief a period of time. The home
port has all the characteristics of a port of call, but along with
additional important features – it is the point of embarkation/
disembarkation, hence it is important to have access via roads,
rail or air transportation infrastructure so that entry and exit
visas for international tourists can be processed. Proximity to a
major city or town is important, as supply and service provision
are needed for the vessel, and to reduce pre- and post-cruise
passenger travel cost. The industry’s continued investment
in more luxurious resort style ships and new destination
itineraries calls into question, is it the ship or the destination
that is most important to the passenger? Today’s larger ships,
for example The Harmony of the Seas and Allure of the
Seas can hold up to 7200 passengers. Meeting their needs
is therefore crucial to build ongoing successful operations
strategies.

2%
$300k

Cruise liners and passengers provide economic benefits to the
port cities and towns they layover at. These benefits include
money spent by crew members and passengers shore-side
and operations expenditure by the vessel such as port services
and maintenance. Their operations also negatively impact on
the environment and the port of call. Cruise tourism brings a
large number of people to a concentrated area, with a risk of
irreparable damage. However, considerable investment is made
by organizations to improve fuel efficiency, propulsion, safety,
and waste disposal. For a medium size cruise liner the financial
breakdown of a typical excursion is depicted in Table 5. Gross
profit is in the order of 12.7% before tax. For mega-size vessels
these figures can typically double.
While the majority of passengers currently come from North
America (59%) and Europe (26%) as depicted in Fig 1, the
strategic intent for most companies is to increase the potential
of Chinese and Indian markets. Significant marketing programs
are currently targeting these countries.
The disposable income (discretionary spend) of most cruise
passengers, is above national averages. Typically, people opting
for cruises are drawn from the one-third of the population
earning between $100,000 and $199,000. It might be asked,
however if this might be a serious limiting factor for future
expansion, and should the industry be innovating to encompass
a broader slice of society.

Industry consequences
Cruise ships generate significant pollution that can result in
damage to aquatic life, caused from hazardous waste and
emissions. A large cruise ship creates some 15,000 to 30,000
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gallons of sewage. It burns at least 150 tones of fuel per day,
and emits more sulphur than four million cars, or put another
way, they produce more carbon dioxide than all the traffic
passing through a medium sized town. Air pollution from all
international shipping costs society more than $65 billion for
Europe alone.

Conclusions
The immediate future offers both challenges and opportunities
to the industry. On the plus side, the industry’s dynamism,
forecast growth and the capability to adapt both ships and
itineraries to mirror evolving demand, stand it in good stead.
However, erratic fuel prices, economic uncertainty in key
markets caused by issues such as Brexit and US trade sanctions,
as well as numerous armed conflicts and political instability, will
inevitably affect the sector.
For the last 20 years, cruise lines have been consistently
ordering new and innovative ships. These new vessels arriving
over the next few years, were ordered when the dollar had
a more favourable exchange rate, and some companies are
already cutting back their fleet and revising their order plans
downward past that date.
The current global economic situation has lead to companies
reconsidering their business plans and controlling costs more
aggressively.
There is an argument that the current situation may
have a positive effect on the industry, based on the actual
cost difference with other alternative vacations. Thus,
cruise vacations are more affordable than other land-based
alternatives, including transport, accommodation, meals
and entertainment in the final price, with more and more
holidaymakers interested in buying a cruise vacation every year.
Following this trend, the cruise industry is looking for new
initiatives to increase its clientele while maintaining the current
market share, and each company has its own strategy for coping
with new challenges, offering, for instance, multigenerational
family travel, more innovation in the entertainment offerings,
new onboard activities, more specialisation in the offer of
services, and aggressive pricing models and discounts to lure
potential travellers.
Progressive concentration in the sector is likely to continue,
although some government intervention may be seen in terms
of limiting the oligopolistic nature of the business. Without this,
the survival of regional companies may be unlikely.
Many economies and ports look to the cruise industry as a
potential source of development and economic growth. Some
lines will adapt, adding new ports of call to existing and new
itineraries, including coastal and river cruises, and many cruise
options.
While not immune to global economic shifts and issues, most
cruise companies and travel agents seem to be optimistic.
Environmental issues are a major concern. Despite the
development of lean burn engines, funnel scrubbers and even
some carbon catch and capture innovations, the polluting
nature of the sector continues to draw criticism.
So too are concerns regarding living and working conditions
onboard cruise ships. Health and safety, and many other
contentious issues will continue to demand ethically responsible
solutions if the cruise industry is to maintain its quality of service
in a framework of sustainability and competitiveness.
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Workforce Management 4.0
Is your organisation prepared for the latest evolutionary phase of workforce
management – Workforce Management 4.0? Dr James Pepitone analyses the
evolution of the workforce over the past 200 years and changes yet to come.

M

any organisations risk being unprepared to manage
their workforces effectively to meet the challenges
ahead during Industry 4.0. To avoid this fate, their
methods for designing and managing human work will require
accelerated development during the next three to five years.
The purpose of this article is to help executives recognise their
organisation’s vulnerability and begin preparations for Industry 4.0
with an upgrade to Workforce Management 4.0.
Signs are everywhere that the many disruptive new technologies
of Industry 4.0 are being developed and deployed at breakneck
speed. It is difficult enough to outmanoeuvre customary
competitors but trying to defend against yet unknown startups, requires a strategic level of organisational responsiveness
exhibited by few organisations, small or large. Brexit complicates
matters even further for UK and EU businesses but will not be
a satisfactory excuse to equity owners and other stakeholders if
management does not prevail at the challenge.
Workforce Management 4.0 cannot simply be a compilation
of current and best practice methods, or it will fail at the work
it has to do. Few management teams positively advanced the
ways they managed their workforce during Industry 3.0, which
in part explains why so many workforces are already disengaged,
dissatisfied, and not performing near their potential. For example,
downsizing, offshoring and reengineering were not intended
to win the hearts of workers. These management initiatives
among others, while intending to improve business performance,
succeeded at the expense of workers, without advancing the
fundaments of how managers treated workers.
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Following this pattern, Industry 4.0 is projected to further reduce
the power and numbers of workers. One could easily mistake
management’s objective as simply replacing workers, rather than
the espoused objective of make things better for customers.
Therein lies both the logical root and emotional provocation
of worker resistance to technology adoption, adding further to
management’s challenge.

Management’s evolution
To imagine management’s impending challenge to change its
workforce management methods, it can be helpful to reflect
briefly on the evolution of Industry from 1.0 to 4.0, also known
as a sequence of Industrial Revolutions, and add to it details on
the simultaneous evolution of management. Even though we are
most concerned with the future, we can add to our understanding
with a retrospective on how management has changed, or failed
to change, to adapt to continuous changes in work, workers and
workplaces over these years. Figure 1 is intended for illustration,
and not to suggest having the final word on how authors present
these historical data.
The graphic in Figure 2 separates the actual work of organisation
members into two types (horizontally), Manual Work and
Knowledge Work. The distinction between these two types of work
becomes critical for management during Industry 4.0. These work
types are the two fundamental types of work people perform.
For Manual Work, work is assigned as standardised tasks for
which there is one right way to perform the work, and any
variation creates waste. For Knowledge Work, work is assigned
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1750

1870

1960

2020

43

2050

Elapsed Time

120 years

90 years

60 years

30 years

Period

INDUSTRY 1.0
Steam power increases potential to
scale and move factories closer to
people

INDUSTRY 2.0
Inventions radically improve living
standards and market potential. Also
make possible tremendous expansion
of market & production scale

INDUSTRY 3.0
Global wage arbitrage, downsizing,
offshoring, wages and benefits
reduced, jobs shift to part-time
contract work, career development
eliminated, pensions bankrupted,
facilities moved & reengineering
improve financial performance at the
expense of employees

INDUSTRY 4.0
Myriad of new technologies, known
and unknown, are anticipated to have
a relatively fast & dramatic impact on
business, employment, human work, &
broader features of everyday life

INDUSTRY
5.0

LOGISTICS &
PRODUCTION JOBS
Mostly manual work

WORKFORCE
MANAGEMENT 1.0
Children, relatives & day labour make
up small workforce that owners
manage with personality

WORKFORCE
MANAGEMENT 2.0
Standardization & narrow job scope
increase management control and
worker productivity. Training makes
workers worth retaining, creating
stable employment as the new norm.
“Human relations” initiative fades

WORKFORCE
MANAGEMENT 3.0
Management seemingly engages
in zero-sum battle with workforce,
reducing the value, security & overall
attractiveness of
employment as a
career option

WORKFORCE
MANAGEMENT 4.0
Logistics and production jobs of
mostly manual work are being lost or
reduced due to further standardization,
mechanization & automation that is
now augmented with machine learning

?

CREATION &
SERVICE JOBS
Mostly knowledge
work

HUMAN CAPITAL
MANAGEMENT 1.0
Owners naturally apply their talents
and financial capital to satisfy their
self-interests

HUMAN CAPITAL
MANAGEMENT 2.0
All knowledge workers except
executive and senior management &
staff levels work in jobs designed &
managed with the same systems as
manual labour

HUMAN CAPITAL
MANAGEMENT 3.0
Executive and senior management
& staff evolve into upper-class
workforce, largely spared the
zero-sum treatment of lower-class
workforce

HUMAN CAPITAL
MANAGEMENT 4.0
Creation and service jobs of mostly
knowledge work have largely
undeveloped potential to create
substantial new economic value with
work design and management methods
aligned with the needs of these workers

?

Workforce

?

Figure 1

as adaptive responsibilities (ie, response-abilities) for which the
worker determines how to proceed based on a broad objective,
the situational context, her capabilities, and any other relevant
factors. Each of these types of work requires different worker
capabilities, management methods, workplace culture, etc.
All jobs can be characterised based on the proportion of these
two fundamental types of work. Using a four-category scheme
learned from management authority, Peter Drucker, we can
illustrate the four archetypes of jobs, to which he frequently
referred -- Creation, Service, Logistics and Production – using
these or similar terms. The differences between each archetype
are highly relevant to the design and management of human
work and people-dependent operations, illustrated in the brief
characterisation presented as a table in Figure 2.
For the purpose of this article, we will simplify this
characterisation to only two archetypes by focusing on the left
(Creation and Service jobs) and right (Logistics and Production
jobs) halves of the graphic.
Creation and Service jobs are often referred to generally as
management, white-collar, professional and service jobs, and
involve predominantly Knowledge Work. These were initially the
jobs of owners, who were eventually assisted by a few supervisors
and staff assistants.
Logistics and Production jobs are often referred to generally as
labour, blue-collar, operator and frontline representative jobs, and
involve predominantly Manual Work. These were the first jobs for
which large numbers of employees were hired.

Industry and Management evolution
Industry 1.0
Industry 1.0, between approximately 1750 and 1870, liberated
workers as much as it did animals and businesses. Steam
power replaced animal power and flowing water to unleash a
new scale of textile weaving and other production processes.
Steam-powered factories could locate near customers and workers
and expand far beyond prior scale limits. New industries emerged.
Management 1.0 was organic and situational, often left to the
personality and other resources available to mechanically minded
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small-business owners. Formal methods, procedures, and other
organising tools were minimal. Workers migrated to employment
from farming and crafts no longer needed, and they too were left
to their personalities and other resources, typically working without
formal employment procedures, training or supervision. Many
children and related family members made up some organisations,
wherein family relationships dictated management practices.

Industry 2.0
Industry 2.0, between 1870 and 1960, greatly standardised work
and narrowed the scope of jobs in search of greater management
control and worker productivity. An astonishing number of
developments occurred in this period, including sanitation,
electricity, horseless transportation, telecommunication, assembly
line production at previously unimagined scale, and modern
medicine. These developments were ultimately coupled with the
production demands and wholesale destruction caused by WWII to
unleash a post-war period of unprecedented economic prosperity
for many workers.
Management 2.0, to mention just a few contributors, was
captured in writing by Henri Fayol, reflecting his CEO experience
managing a coal mining business. Frederick Taylor added to this
a passion for improving worker productivity, and new tools like
work and job design, workplace training, incentive compensation,
worker retention, and more. Henry Ford demonstrated the
potential to speed-up production, reduce product costs and
increase the scale of integrated production operations to levels
previously unknown.
Finally, starting in the late 1940’s and continuing through
the 1950s, some managers attempted to implement workforce
management ideas originating from the Hawthorne Studies
of the 1930s and other developments by social scientists.
Altogether these were subsequently referred to as the “human
relations” movement. The focus of this manager training was on
demonstrating greater respect for workers, involving workers
more in decisions, and adopting more of a “participative”
management style. To many managers this initiative felt like
forced integration across socioeconomic divisions, and even
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Human Work Design Archetypes
100% Discretion

Indicated by proportion of Knowledge and Manual work in the role or job

Knowledge Work

Adaptive Response-ability
Requires worker discretion
Variation is a source of value
Humaneer to maximise value

30%

50%

Manual Work

Standardised Task
Requires worker compliance
Variation is a source of waste
Engineer to minimise cost

70%

90%
Figure 2: Copyright 2016
Humaneering Technology
Initiative, LLC. All rights
reserved.

Operational Classification

Creation

Service

Logistics

Production

Core Challenge
Goal
Solution

Not Clear
Not Clear

Not Clear
Clear

Clear
Not Clear

Clear
Clear

Peter Drucker:
Value Creation

Creating Knowledge

Applying Knowledge

Moving Things

Making Things

David Snowden:
Complexity
Approach
Process

Chaotic
Novel
Act Sense Respond

Complex
Emergent
Probe Sense Respond

Complicated
Good Practice
Sense Analyse Respond

Simple
Best Practice
Sense Categorise
Respond

Goal/Solution
Convergence

Solution Seeking
Problem to Solve

Problem and Solution
Learning (Agile)

Execution of Familiar
Solution (Waterfall)

Parallel

Serial

Cumulative

Declarative

Robert Wysocki:
Project Design
Elliott Jaques:
Mental Process
Hersey/Blanchard:
Management Style

Delegating

Supporting

Coaching

Directing

Job Examples
Job will vary by situation

Executive
Entrepreneur
Author/Artist
Scholar/Researcher
Designer
Inventor

Manager/Supervisor
Servant Sales
Entertainer
Analyst/Engineer
Physician/Nurse
Craftsperson

Administrator
Product Sales
Call Centre Agent
Bank Teller
Instructor
Delivery Driver

Equipment Operator
Assembler
Labourer
Cook/Food Prep
Piece Work
Material Processing

Industry Examples
Companies will vary based
on strategy

Start-ups
R&D
Design
Advertising
Biomed/Pharma
Consumer Products

Hospitality/Leisure
Restaurant
Retail “Shops”
Police/Security
Consulting/Training
Medical

Transportation
Fast Food
Retail “Marts”
Banking/Insurance
Education
Utilities

Manufacturing
Construction
Chemical/Refining
Farming
Garment
Printing

more simply did not take it seriously.
After working in military bureaucracies during the war years,
most managers who participated in these programs, if they
changed at all from the training, eventually settled back into the
classical management approach to which they were accustomed.
Both management and labour became more standardised
during Industry 2.0, with very few organisations adopting the
emerging science that pointed to a potential for increased
worker productivity and business performance gains by evolving
management to more participative methods and growing
sensitivity to worker needs.

Industry 3.0
Industry 3.0, between 1960 and 2020, will be known for workforce
downsizings, reduced wages, the end of career development
programs, global labour arbitrage, offshoring of intellectual
property and profits for more favourable taxation, bankruptcy of
pension programs, contract and part-time workforces, reduced or no
employment benefits, reengineering, school loans, and so on, all of
which have been legal, yet directly hurt or otherwise disadvantaged
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workers to further the self-interests of management.
Resulting disadvantages to management show up in today’s
worldwide workforce disengagement, 50% of the Millennial
generation choosing independent work and entrepreneurship
rather than employment, widespread shortage of work-ready
candidates for most job categories, and the resulting sums spent
to attract, hire and onboard mission-critical employees or to forgo
business opportunities that cannot be reasonably staffed.
People will say that Industry 3.0, overall, is either management’s
best hour, or management’s worst hour, depending on who you
ask. If you talk with financial types, shareholders, hedge funds
owners, top-level managers, and others who measure success
primarily by their individual financial prosperity, then don’t be
surprised if they say this has been a time when management
shined. Alternatively, if you talk with workers and managers below
the top 10% in earnings, people concerned with the environment,
people who care deeply for their nation’s aspiring civilization, and
all things making up the greater good, you can expect them to say
management is now at its worst ever.
Management 3.0 evolved most notably between 1960 and
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today by expanding its repertoire of techniques that sustain or
increase profits by chipping away at the attractiveness to workers
of the factory-era employment relationship. This seems to reveal
management’s comfort, in most companies both small and large,
with continuing to practice classical management principles and
methods. Yes, there are the exceptions among organisations
where management goes beyond just rhetoric to give workers top
priority, or that give this distinction to customers and workers get
a close second. But these are exceptions to the rule.
No doubt, much of this advice originated with ideas, opinions,
mythical cures, unquestioned if not meaningless scientific findings,
school-name worthy degrees, rock star instructors, celebrity CEO
authors, and even some solid scholarship, all competing for the
attention and adoption of mostly overworked managers. As
management prepares to deal with a new level of management
challenge, Industry 4.0, it faces considerable headwind with
its workforce. Already we see major companies launching
mainstream marketing initiatives directed, not at attracting
customers, but at attracting potential employees.

Industry 4.0
Industry 4.0 is anticipated to run between 2020 and 2050, by most
estimations. The good news for any management dragging its feet
is there are still a few months to prepare. Few among management
have prior experience with a dozen or more radically new emerging
technologies gaining traction within such a short span of time. And
this doesn’t account for another dozen or more new and equally
radical technologies that simply have not been announced just yet.
Furthermore, assimilating and or defending against new
technology is not management’s only challenge. Unless managing
a light’s out operation, or a venture funded start-up with equity
to offer, or some other situation less impacted by the shortage of
workers, then managers at all levels face a future when there are
no people available with the desired characteristics or anything
close to what’s needed. For some organisations it will take a full-on
turnaround in workforce management to breakthrough a smelly
employment brand and attract available talent.
If having needed workers did not present management with
a sufficiently formidable challenge, executives still familiar with
reengineering and other change initiatives know they should not
discount the power of middle management’s comfort with the
status quo. Everyone changes all the time, yet few of us like or
will tolerate being changed against our will. And if we are being
made the victim in a zero-sum change, resistance may be the least
of management’s problems. For any new approach in workforce
management to be accepted, it will need to be the creation, at least
in part, of those being asked to change. That we know. Or do we?
Management 4.0 will require a dramatic change in management
methods for most companies. Most managers at all levels are
either unconsciously, or deliberately, clinging onto Management
2.0’s legacy factory management methods. This will be especially
troublesome for organisations at a time when almost all employers
are in workers’ eyes soiled with a Management 3.0 reputation.
Whether holding on to the past or hiding some uncaring past
practices, these organisations still need to attract workers for all
people-dependent operations.

Preparing for Workforce Management 4.0
Fortunately, several major consulting firms have the people and
knowledge to support the scope and scale of turnaround required,
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given enough management commitment and investment. There
are, however, a few complications with which few consulting firms
are yet sufficiently experienced.
Since Industry 1.0, a primary way in which human work
has evolved is through standardisation, mechanisation and
automation, which will generally increase work quality and
speed, and lower costs, all up to a limit determined by the
work. These methods primarily reduce or eliminate Manual
Work, thus eliminating more Logistics and Production jobs. This
causes a higher proportion of the remaining jobs to fall into the
Knowledge-Work space, increasing the workforce proportion of
Creation and Service jobs.
Some estimates indicate that approximately 80% of today’s jobs
(and workforce members) in developed economies fall into the
Creation and Service space, in which more than 50% of a job is
Knowledge Work.
Management 2.0, consisting primarily of classical factory
management, is a better fit for the more standardised Logistic and
Production jobs, and becomes increasingly dysfunctional as we
shift our attention left to the Creation and Service jobs. While this
management approach is no longer highly effective with any type
of job, it is more of a problem for its effects on the performance of
Creation and Service jobs.
Another complication stems from the intrinsic differences
in these two categories of jobs. Though potentially just a
percentage point apart, Logistics and Production jobs with
mostly Manual Work are as different as ice and water (ie, one
degree apart) when compared to Creation and Service jobs with
mostly Knowledge Work. This difference in these jobs, and the
underlying work type, should drive a difference in work design
and management methods, different hiring criteria, different
work culture, and much more. Misalignment disengages workers,
lowers productivity, and fosters frustration, resentment and
change resistance. Possibly difficult to perceive conceptually, this
phenomenon is easily demonstrated in a real-world setting.
A final complication worthy of mention is the limited awareness
of humaneering, a new evidence-based human-systems approach
for the design and management of human work. Humaneering
shows up on very few lists of technology to watch in the next 10
years, and this is primarily because the initiative is for the public
good (ie not funded by venture capital) and because during
its development since 2002 it has remained a closely guarded
secret. Only recently has a limited open beta release allowed
any manager to learn firsthand what humaneering will mean to
the future of work design and management, and specifically to
Workforce Management 4.0.

Final thoughts
The continued use of dysfunctional work design and management
methods for now predominant Creation and Service jobs is a
source of tremendous waste yet does not show up as a line item
in financial reports, which might be necessary for it to attract
management’s attention. The people performing this work need
to be thought of as representing human capital (ie potential
economic value) at levels far beyond what they are given the
opportunity to develop, apply and harvest for their employer.
In effect, Creation and Service job workers are an undeveloped
second kind of workforce that now requires a second new kind of
management, Human Capital Management 4.0.
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Institute of Management Services

Summary of Annual Report
and Accounts 2018
The full Annual Report and Accounts Statement can be
downloaded from the IMS website at www.ims-productivity.com

Chairman’s Statement

I

am pleased to report that 2018 was a positive year for the
Institute, in particular membership increased significantly
thanks to the success of our education programme. It has
been encouraging to see the growth of membership year on
year. The significant number of national and international
companies who are placing staff on the Institute’s productivity
courses demonstrates the high esteem employers have for the
training the Institute provides. The Institute intends to continue
and develop this strategy in future years.
The Institute’s new President, Professor Colin CoulsonThomas, who is a long standing Institute member, started his
term of office in February 2018. Colin will serve as President for
three years. In the middle of 2018 council member John Lucey
resigned to pursue other interests. I would like to take this
opportunity to thank John for his valuable contribution. To fill
the vacancy created, we are pleased to welcome Mostyn Lewis

Summary

T

he purpose of this summary is to provide Institute
members with an overview of the 2018 Annual Report
and Accounts, the full document can be seen on the
Institute’s website www.ims-productivity.com
The Institute is legally a company limited by guarantee,
which is a legal structure widely used for charities and
professional institutes as they are not-for-profit companies.
The Institute does not have share capital or share holders
but instead Institute members act as guarantors giving an
undertaking to contribute a nominal amount in the unlikely
event of the winding up of the Institute.
Company law requires the Institute trustees to prepare
financial statements for each financial year which give a true
and fair view of the state of affairs of the charity and of the
surplus or deficit of the charity for that period.

who has been co-opted to council.
Communication is a key responsibility for any professional
body and this is something the Institute does very well. During
the year the Institute’s Journal moved to a digital format and
became available to members online. The 2018 AGM, held
in October was well attended and the networking workshop
following the AGM was well received by the large number of
members and guests attending.
The Institute remains financially sound with large reserves
that ensure its future viability. Full details are contained in the
Trustees Report and Financial statement that forms part of the
Annual Report and Accounts. We are sure that our position as
the leading professional body for productivity in the UK has a
bright future.
Julian Cutler
Chairman

Organisation and structure
The Institute has eight trustees who are elected by the
membership in two groups of four. Elections are held prior to
the Annual General Meeting, where the results of the ballot
are announced. Elections are held in alternative years with the
elections having taken place in 2017 and the next elections are
due in 2019. The Board of Trustees meet three times a year in
addition to the Annual General Meeting.

Risk review, governance and internal control
Directors are responsible for providing assurance that:
The systems of internal control are designed to provide
reasonable, but not absolute, assurance against material
misstatement or loss. They include regular financial reports to
Council and an external audit.

How our activities deliver public benefit
Charitable objects
The Institute has as its main objective the promotion of the
science, technology, practice and profession of Management
Services, which results in the advancement of the efficiency,
productivity and satisfaction of human work.
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It is a requirement of section 17 of the Charities Act 2011
that a charity has due regard to the guidance issued by the
Commission on how the charity provides a ‘Public Benefit’.
The Directors of the Institute have fully satisfied themselves
that as a registered charity they do provide a Public Benefit.
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Financial review
Risk Management
Financially the Institute is extremely sound and the adoption of life membership ensures that the Institute can plan long term.
On current predictions the present reserves will sustain the Institute for in excess of ten years. All investments are made using an
investment strategy that safeguards the investments.

Statement of financial activities for the year ending 31 December 2018

Total income
Total expenditure
Net income for the year before gains/(losses) on investments

Unrestricted
funds
£
90,960
_______
80,467
_______

2018
Total
£
90,960
_______
80,467
_______

2017
Total
£
107,337
______
82,097
_______

10,493

10,493

25,240

(23,680)
_______
(13,187)
_______

(23,680)
_______
(13,187)
_______

2,905
_______
28,145
_______

412,413
_______

412,413
_______

384,268
_______

399,226
_______

399,226
_______

412,413
_______

Net gains/(losses) on investments
Gains/(Losses) on revaluation of investment assets
Net movement in funds
Reconciliation of funds
Total funds brought forward
Total funds carried forward

Balance sheet as at 31 December 2018
2018
£
Tangible fixed assets
Current assets
Debtors
Current asset investment
Bank and cash

2017
£
345

2,291
154,225
252,595
_______
409,111

Creditors: Amounts falling due within one year
Net current assets
Net assets

(10,230)
_______

£

£

2,405
177,905
243,870
_______
424,180
(11,767)
_______
398,881
_______
399,226
_______

412,413
_______
412,413
_______

399,226
_______
399,226
_______

412,413
_______
412,413
_______

Funds
Unrestricted income funds
Total funds

The financial statements were approved by the board on 7 June 2019 and signed on its behalf by J. Cutler FMS (Chairman) Director.
Charity number: 288877
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Company number: 00832132
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Can you help
others to
join IMS?
Membership is growing steadily
and there are still people active in
management services who are not IMS
members. We encourage anyone to join
as a five year Associate, or rejoin with the
likelihood of Life Membership.
We can possibly use ‘direct entry’ in
some circumstances and information is
available from Brooke House.
We encourage all our existing members
to make past and potential members
aware of these options.

•

Professional recognition and credibility in your work

•

Encourage work colleagues as well as professional and
social contacts to join the Institute

•

Refer or show potential members the IMS website and
digital journal

•

Remind potential members of benefits of IMS
membership e.g. education system, member grading,
life membership, professional qualifications recognised
across all sectors and a professional network

•

All relevant whether in permanent or contract /
consulting work

What Next?
Contact the IMS for an application form
W: www.ims-productivity.com
E: admin@ims-productivity.com
T: 01543 266909
* Brooke House, 24 Dam Street,
Lichfield, Staffs WS13 6AA
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